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Abstract

Adhesive joints in critical structures of industries such as aeronautical and automotive are exposed to

environmental degradation agents such as humidity, which should be carefully considered as they will

reduce the mechanical properties of said joints in the long term. Furthermore, cyclic loadings will also

degrade the joint, so the combined effect of moisture degradation and fatigue on adhesive bonds should

be understood.

To that effect, this work combines extensive experimental testing under various moisture degradation

levels to determine the influence of humidity in the properties of adhesive joints under mode I. Firstly,

specimens with reduced dimensions are proposed and validated which allow for faster saturation times,

the possibility of being tested in an in-house environmental chamber and also increased speed in the

manufacture process of all needed specimens: bulk tensile and double cantilever beam. Fick’s law is

determined for each studied adhesive, followed by immersion of the developed specimens in containers

with distilled water. The specimens are then removed from the container at different time steps, which

translates to different levels of average moisture content in the joint, and tested in both static and cyclic

conditions. This allows for the relevant properties to be determined as a function of moisture content.

Relationships are then determined for the evolution of each property as a function of moisture, so that

the value of the property for any moisture concentration may be estimated. Finally, a finite element is

created which encompasses all the previously determined relationships, allowing for an otherwise unaged

adhesive joint to be simulated under both moisture and fatigue conditions. The element was studied

for various types of conditions against experimental data and was found to accurately model stages of

moisture degradation under static and fatigue conditions, thus has proved itself as a robust tool for

modelling ageing in adhesive joints under mode I.
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Resumo

Aplicações de juntas adesivas em estruturas cŕıticas de indústrias tais como a aeronáutica e automóvel

estão expostas a fatores de degradação ambiental como a humidade, que deverão ser cuidadosamente

considerados pois irão afetar as propriedades mecânicas das juntas a longo termo. Além disso, so-

licitações ćıclicas também irão degradar a junta, e como tal o efeito combinado da degradação por

humidade e fadiga em juntas adesivas deve ser compreendido.

Para esse efeito, este trabalho combina uma forte componente de testes experimentais para vários

ńıveis de degradação por humidade para determinar a influência desta nas propriedades da junta adesiva

solicitada em modo I. Em primeiro lugar, provetes de dimensões reduzidas são propostos e validados

que permitem atingir a saturação por humidade do adesivo mais rapidamente, podem ser testados

numa estufa existente no laboratório local, e permitem acelerar o processo de fabrico de todos os

provetes necessários: maciços de tração e também do tipo double cantilever beam. A lei de Fick é

determinada para cada adesivo estudado, seguindo-se a imersão dos provetes em recipientes com água

destilada. Os provetes são depois removidos do recipiente em instantes de tempo distintos e testados,

o que se traduz em diferentes ńıveis do conteúdo médio de humidade na junta, e testados em condições

estáticas e ćıclicas. Isto permite que as propriedades relevantes sejam determinadas em função da

quantidade de humidade. São depois encontradas relações para a evolução de cada propriedade em

função da quantidade de humidade na junta, tal que o valor de cada propriedade para qualquer ńıvel

de concentração de humidade possa ser estimado. Finalmente, é criado um elemento finito que inclui

todas as relações préviamente determinadas, permitindo que uma junta não degradada seja simulada em

condições de humidade e fadiga. O elemento foi estudado para vários tipos de condições e comparado

com dados experimentais, tendo modelado com sucesso os estágios de degradação por humidade em

condições estáticas e ćıclicas, sendo assim uma ferramenta robusta para modelar a degradação de juntas

adesivas em modo I.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Adhesives have been used as joining materials throughout history, but only recently has serious interest

in this type of joining technique started to emerge as a true and valid replacement to conventional join-

ing techniques such as bolting, riveting and welding. Coupling the attractive strength to weight ratio,

reduction in weight, cost and emissions of adhesive joints with additional weight reduction techniques

such as using lightweight materials for structural applications (i.e. aluminium and composite) is nat-

urally of interest to various industries such as the automotive, aeronautical and railway. Because such

distinct industries use adhesives, the requirements they must withstand vary, but one key consideration

is the effect that environmental agents (such as moisture, temperature, radiation and gases) have on the

properties of adhesives. Cars, planes and trains are examples of structures which go through varying

temperatures and moisture during their use (as they move between cities and countries) and, as such,

their bonds must withstand such functional requirements.

Environmental degradation of adhesive joints is therefore an important topic, and interest in this research

field led to a scholarship for two students (financed by the Portuguese Science Foundation (FCT), grant

number EXCL/EMS-PRO/0084/2012, in partnership with ALSTOM and Sika) to delve into the topic:

one which focuses on the combined degradation of humidity and temperature, and other where the

focus is on the combination of humidity and fatigue, both with the final objective of developing a finite

element capable of simulating such degrading characteristics. This thesis targets the latter, which,

although studying a unique combination of factors, shares some work with the thesis on humidity and

temperature, which will be pointed out when appropriate through the text of this thesis.

Some of the project requirements are:
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

• Use of aluminium specimens (requested by ALSTOM), of an alloy similar to those used in the

railway industry, and thus 6082-T6 was chosen together with the partner;

• Study of one Sika adhesive (requested by Sika), and because of this SikaPower 4720 was selected

for this study together with Sika.

Based on these requirements, the material of the adherends is then defined, as is one of the adhesives

to study. Another adhesive was selected, Nagase XNR 6852-1, due to the fact that the group has an

ongoing relationship with Nagase Chemtex to study some of their adhesives, and also based on the fact

that Nagase’s XNR 6852-1 behaviour is expected to be very different from SikaPower 4720, which due

to the scope of this thesis (study as much distinct situations as possible), is an important factor.

1.2 Objectives and methodology

The objectives and methodology of this thesis may be summarised as follows:

• Selection of two distinct adhesives that allow for dissimilar behaviour and more generalised degra-

dation formulas to be determined;

• Determination of the moisture uptake characteristics of each adhesive by defining Fick’s law;

• Optimisation of specimens such that moisture saturation may be reached faster than with con-

ventional specimens;

• Determination of the evolution of all properties needed to calculate the mode I cohesive zone

model as a function of moisture;

• Determination of mode I fatigue crack propagation curves for both adhesives as a function of

moisture;

• Finding formulas that include all static and fatigue phenomena such that the element may degrade

the numerical properties accordingly;

• Create a working finite element code that is capable of modelling degradation by moisture and

fatigue under mode I.

Figure 1.1 represents the work flow of the thesis and how the experimental and numerical sections

intertwine to reach the final goal.
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Experimental data
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Figure 1.1: Thesis workflow.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis is structured in the following way:

• Introductory chapter where the motivation and research methodology to fulfil the set objectives

is laid out;

• Summary of the appended papers where the main objectives and conclusions of each consecutive

work is explained;

• Concluding remarks are then made and future work is suggested as possible improvements for the

presented work.
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Chapter 2

Summary of appended papers

The purpose of each appended paper, main results and some considerations are explained in this section.

2.1 Paper A

Because this work focuses on developing a numerical methodology to model adhesive joints subjected

to environmental degradation and fatigue, the first step is understanding the current knowledge related

to the topic. Because of this, Paper A is a literature review on the consequences of environmental

degradation on the fatigue response of adhesive joints. Key details drawn from this paper include:

• Surface preparation is very important when dealing with fatigue in adhesive joints, and is of added

importance if the joints are degraded by the environment. Phosphoric acid anodizing (PAA) is

shown to be the most effective surface treatment for aluminium bonding;

• It was shown that, although moisture and temperature decrease the joint strength, temperature

has a higher toll on the strength of adhesive joints than moisture;

• Hygrothermal ageing generally results in a decrease in the threshold fracture toughness (effectively

meaning that the fatigue crack will start propagating sooner in wet conditions), and that the slope

of the crack growth curve (the velocity of crack propagation) tends to be maintained or decreases

with moisture.

This feedback is important because it acts as a starting point on what to expect from the experimental

results and also in defining testing characteristics such as surface preparation. The variability of effects

present in the literature is also important to understand as different adhesive formulations tested in

this thesis may exhibit different behaviour, which may occur due to the different characteristics of both

tested adhesives.
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8 Chapter 2. Summary of appended papers

2.2 Paper B

When dealing with moisture degradation, the ingress of water into the joint must be studied, which

means that the time until saturation is directly related to the slowest direction in which water travels

inside the adhesive. Double cantilever beams (DCB), defined by standard ASTM D3433 and shown in

Figure 2.1, will only have a small fraction of the adhesive exposed (the thickness), thus water ingress

will take much longer than if all adhesive faces were exposed, and in such case the critical direction is

the width.

Experimental data

σe = f( humidity, fatigue )
Gc = f( humidity, fatigue )

Numerical analysis

Base cohesive
element

formulation

Formula
for property
degradation

How property
degradation

in�luences the
result

Experimental tests

Fick’s law DCB fatigue
tests

DCB static
tests

Bulk tensile
tests

Diffusion
coef�icient + mass

at saturation

Fatigue crack
growth velocity

as a function
of humidity

Fracture
toughness

as a function 
of humidity

Tensile strength +
Young’s modulus

as a function
of humidity

Length
Thickness

Width

Figure 2.1: Double cantilever beams defined by standard ASTM D3433.

It is thus necessary to reduce the dimension of the necessary specimens so that manageable times to

accomplish saturation inside the thesis time frame are possible. The objectives of Paper B include:

• Reduction of the DCB specimen dimensions so that saturation of bonded joints may occur in a

timely fashion;

• Reduction of the DCB specimen dimensions so that the bonded joints may be tested inside the

environmental chamber available in our laboratory;

• Reduction of the bulk specimen dimensions so that manufacture of all specimens for all testing

conditions (various stages of humidity and various test temperatures) occurs faster.

It should be noted that some of the objectives are related to temperature, which is not studied in this

thesis, but is studied in the other thesis associated with this research project, and thus requirements

for both separated works were considered when developing the reduced specimens.

2.3 Paper C

Paper C focuses on investigating the mechanical properties of the studied adhesives as a function

of moisture content, specifically the properties required for the modelling of the cohesive zone model:

Young’s modulus, tensile strength and fracture toughness.
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Furthermore, relationships for determining the value of each degraded property as a function of moisture

content were determined. Each bulk property may be estimated using the relationship shown in the

manuscript, while the relationship for determining the fracture toughness was not included due to its

complexity, but is presented here:

GIc(x) = C1x
5 + C2x

4 + C3x
3 + C4x

2 + C5x
1 +G0

C1 = G0DE0 +G0Dm∞ exp(G0) +G0Dσ
2
0

C2 =
G0

G0σ0 −G0σ2
0 − E0m2∞ exp(G0)

C3 =
G0 exp(G0) +m∞G

2
0

E2
0

C4 =
G0σ0

G0σ0 −G0E0 −m3∞ −G3
0m

2∞

C5 =
G0 +m∞ +G5

0

G0E0 −G0

(2.1)

where G0, E0 and σ0 are the fracture toughness, Young’s modulus and tensile strength without ageing,

respectively. These relationships are the basis behind the degradation routines incorporated into the

cohesive zone element code, and allow the element to estimate the value for any degraded property

necessary to build the CZM traction-separation law. It should be noted that the chosen process of testing

various intermediate moisture steps was selected due to the fact that various real world applications

in structures mentioned before, such as cars, planes and trains, are subjected to temporary variations

in temperature and humidity. That is, when a plane travels from one hot and dry location to a cold

and humid one, it is not at the new location for several years, and as such will only suffer partial joint

degradation, such that moisture will only ingress slightly into the joint, producing a certain average

moisture percentage that is more concentrated at the edges. Because of this phenomena, the same

procedure was selected for the experimental process, which leads to results more related to real world

applications. In any case, total saturation is also studied, so the result of the selected methodology is

the best of both worlds: we test the worst case scenario (full saturation), but also various intermediate

steps, which are the ones that real world joints experience.

2.4 Paper D

Following the determination of how humidity influences the mechanical properties, the influence of

moisture on the fatigue behaviour is needed, which is the purpose of Paper D. In this paper, the fatigue
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crack growth curves are determined as a function of relative humidity, and the Paris Law constants for

the linear crack propagation zone are determined as a function of moisture content.

Furthermore, following the methodology set in Paper C of defining relationships that allow the degraded

property values to be estimated, the Paris Law constants can be deduced using a proposed equation.

2.5 Paper E

Paper E concludes all preceding work by including all the determined relationships in a custom cohesive

zone based finite element coded in FORTRAN for use in ABAQUS. The proposed finite element includes

several important features:

• Humidity degradation of the adhesive may be modelled for any geometry;

• Fatigue degradation of the adhesive may be modelled for any geometry;

• Various types of traction-separation laws are included;

• A MATLAB interface was developed to facilitate the creation of the geometry, mesh, boundary

conditions, files for running the simulation, files for extracting relevant simulation results and

presenting them to the user.



Chapter 3

Conclusions and future work

The aim of this thesis was to improve the current knowledge and simulation possibilities of adhesive

joints used in real work structures subjected to environmental degradation and fatigue.

To accomplish that goal, extensive experimental testing was performed to determine the influence of

moisture degradation on various static properties, necessary to build the traction-separation law that

dictates the physical meaning of the simulated adhesive joint: the Young’s modulus, tensile strength

and fracture toughness were determined for various stages of moisture content, from the dry to a fully

saturated stage. Furthermore, fatigue testing was performed and the fatigue crack growth curves of each

adhesive for each stage of moisture degradation were determined. Finally, a custom finite element based

on the cohesive zone model approach was created which incorporated the experimental testing results

and allows for the modelling of adhesive joints degraded by moisture in both static and fatigue conditions,

and expands on those advantages by also incorporating various traction-separation relationships and a

user-friendly interface to make it easier for the end user to perform said numerical simulations using

the coded element.

With this, the objective of the thesis is accomplished, and a robust tool is created that allows for an

engineer to model several characteristics of joints used in real world structures.

3.1 Future work

The presented work may be improved upon by studying additional topics, such as:

• All presented work focuses on mode I loads which, although being critical, do not fully represent

how most real joints behave. Therefore the work that has been accomplished for mode I should

also be performed for mode II, using appropriate specimens and experimental setups, such that

mode II shear and fracture properties as a function of humidity are found for static and fatigue

conditions;

11



• The finite element formulation only encompasses the finite element code for mode I modelling, so

even if the degradation relationships for mode II are not incorporated, the base static code for

mode II simulation should be added. In reality, the triangular traction-separation law has already

been modified to incorporate both mode I and mode II considerations, although that is not present

in the published paper as it was only built to test the single lap joint geometry and was not fully

validated;

• Mixed-mode contributions may also be incorporated after mode I and mode II being implemented,

which will widen the applicability of this element to virtually any possible situation;

• Studying more adhesives would probably lead to refinements in the degradation formulas and

improve the methodology for use in a wider array of situations;

• Real joints should also be studied to validate the methodology and apply it to real word scenarios;

• Although a parallel thesis also studies temperature, the resulting finite element is different from

the current one, thus it would be interesting to merge all code inside a single finite element, which

could model temperate + humidity + fatigue.
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Environmental effect on the fatigue degradation of
adhesive joints: A review
M. Costaa, G. Vianaa, L. F. M. da Silva b, and R. D. S. G. Campilhoc

aINEGI, Rua Dr. Roberto Frias 400, Porto, Portugal; bDepartamento de Engenharia Mecânica, Faculdade
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Porto, Rua Dr. António Bernardino de Almeida 431, Porto, Portugal

ABSTRACT
Environmental factors, such as temperature and moisture, are
known to have a degrading effect on the mechanical properties
and performance of adhesive joints, which may be perceived as a
non-problem because various works have shown that the static
response of an adhesive is normally unaffected by slight moisture
and temperature variations that occur in real-world applications.
While this may be true, performance under purely static condi-
tions is rarely found in commercial uses and most adhesive joints
are subjected to cyclic loadings throughout their life.
Interestingly, not much work has been done on the effects of
the environment on cyclically loaded adhesive joints, but the
consensus is that the fatigue response is much more affected
by environmental changes than the static response, which is
arguably the most important analysis. The general trend is that
hygrothermal ageing decreases the number of cycles the joint
can withstand and also decreases the threshold fracture tough-
ness value, which translates to cracks initiating sooner, but excep-
tions to these behaviours also exist.
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KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction

Adhesive joints are increasingly being used for commercial applications thanks
to their optimal mechanical performance and better understanding of the
mechanics of failure. Several industries are interested in the advantages of
adhesives, such as the automotive manufacturers [1], where adhesion technol-
ogy is increasingly used both in the assembly of supplementary elements (win-
dows, windscreens, rubber joints, and inside cladding) and in structural
applications. The aeronautical industry [2] is also interested in the structural
and sealing scope of adhesives, and has remained so for some time as they are the
pioneers in the study and application of adhesive bonds, resulting in aircrafts
with levels of structural efficiency and durability that could not have been
accomplished using conventional riveted structures. Aerospace [3] concerns

CONTACT L. F. M. da Silva lucas@fe.up.pt Departamento de Engenharia Mecânica, Faculdade de
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for adhesives are divided in two parts as follows: launch constrains where the
bonds must withstand both static and dynamic loads of high intensities over a
short period of time, and space environment requirements that subject the
adhesive to thermo-mechanical solicitations over a long period, where, for
example, temperatures ranging from −200°C to +200°C, depending on sun
exposure, may be experienced for telecom satellites. The marine industry’s [4]
most evident requirement is resistance to moisture and temperature, with
ASTM D1183 [5] defining a test cycle for exterior marine exposure that encom-
passes temperature fluctuations from −57°C to 71°C and relative humidity (RH)
levels from <10% to 100% as well as full immersion in artificial sea water,
complementing fatigue requirements of 107 cycles for the approval of marine
adhesives, as defined in ASTM D3166 [6]. Special situations also exist, for
example, the case of an adhesive used to bond a data recorder to live sea lions
in order to study their behaviour, where resistance to scratching, hitting rocks,
constant immersion in water, and strong sun radiation were successfully solved
through a modified epoxy adhesive [4]. Adhesives for civil construction [7] do
not have such extreme requirements, but must nonetheless provide high
strength (60–70 MPa) and good adhesion on dry and wet concrete, while
maintaining performance at different temperatures and weather conditions.
Another area interested in the performance of adhesive joints subjected to
environment is the railway industry [8], where various types of adhesives can
be used for different parts of a train’s body structure. Bonding heat-insulating
materials to the roof sheets is one of the needs, where outside temperatures can
range from −30°C to 80°C, which are mostly transferred to the adhesive due to
the roof material being an aluminium alloy. One thing that is evident in all these
industries are the vast temperature and moisture conditions adhesives need to
withstand, all while being subjected to both static and fatigue solicitations, which
can reach the frequency value of 8,000 Hz [3]. Therefore, it seems necessary to
understand the effect that environmental conditions have on the fatigue
response of adhesive joints. To achieve this, this paper is divided into the
following sections: a review of key factors relevant to adhesive joints and fatigue
(such as surface treatments to improve the bond’s interface strength and diffu-
sion tests to characterize moisture), followed by a review on the effects of
environmental factors on S–N curves, and ending with the effects of temperature
and moisture on the fatigue crack growth behaviour (Paris Law) of adhesive
joints.

2. Adhesive Joints and Fatigue

One of the main advantages of adhesives is their weight-reduction capabil-
ities, which is then combined with other weight-reduction techniques such as
bonding aluminium or composite materials to achieve optimal results.
Bonding aluminium sheets is a technique used in various industries, with
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the pioneers being the aircraft manufacturers, which have been studying
adhesive bonds since the 1940s [2]. The early aircraft structures used phe-
nolic adhesives over chromic-acid-anodized surfaces, which were studied
extensively by de Bruyne [9] and Schliekelmann [10] and were proven safe.
Unfortunately, during the late 1960s and early 1970s, when materials and
processes were changed to simplify manufacturing, whole fleets of aircrafts
saw their bonded structures debond with disastrous consequences. Upon
investigation, it was found that the chromic acid anodization was not an
appropriate surface preparation for the newly used cured epoxy adhesives;
however, with an anodized surface the problem would be solved. This goes to
show that not only must the adhesive be correctly selected, but the surface
preparation as well.

2.1 Surface Treatments

A multitude of surface treatments exist, ranging from simple abrasion of the
adherend to complicated chemical procedures applied to improve adhesion.
The first developed test procedure to determine properly prepared bonded
surfaces was the simple wedge-crack test, defined in ASTM D3762 [11],
developed by Bethune at Boeing. The test equipment consists of a simple
wedge, which is inserted into the middle of a pre-cracked joint, and the
measures of the crack length evolution are performed throughout time. By
plotting the crack length versus time plots for different surface treatments
and environments, one can detect the best surface preparation procedures,
which are the ones that provide a smaller crack length variation over time. In
1984, Kinloch showed [12] that the optimal surface preparation procedure
for an epoxy adhesive bonded to an aluminium alloy submerged in water at
60°C was phosphoric acid anodizing (PAA), maintaining a crack length of
11 mm over time. The crack length for chromic acid anodizing (CAA)
stabilized at 18 mm, and chromic acid etching (CAE) presented a final
crack length of 22 mm. Further studies have shown that PAA is the optimal
surface preparation procedure for aluminium-bonded joints, a trend even
more evident in fatigue results. In 2000 [13], Briskham and Smith analysed
different surface treatments for distinct temperature and moisture conditions
in both static and fatigue set-ups. For the initial conditions under static
conditions, they showed that the surface treatment had little effect on the
lap shear strength, with PAA presenting a strength of 25 MPa versus the
simple abrading and degrease that resulted in a strength of 21 MPa. This
small difference grew when the specimens were exposed to 100% RH at
42°–48°C, and even more when they were immersed in 55°C water for
1,500 hr. Notably, PAA exhibited a slight reduction in strength under these
conditions, while an amino silane treatment actually saw an increase in
strength after the immersion. The fatigue results have far more drastic and
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important repercussions. The joints were submerged in water at 55°C and
tested under a stress cycle of 0.15–1.2 MPa at 2 Hz, resulting in a resistance
of less than 100 hr for the simple abrading and degrease procedure, while the
PAA-treated joint lasted almost 1,100 hr, an increase of roughly 11 times in
resistance. Lefebvre [14] reached similar conclusions in 2002, where five
different surface treatments were studied (base acid treatment, P2 etch,
PAA, sulphuric acid anodization, and sol–gel reaction), and again PAA
proved the best by a fair margin. The second-best treatment was the P2
etch, which presented a number of cycles until failure of less than 102 cycles,
while for the same stress amplitude the PAA-treated joints exhibited 105

cycles. More recently, a study [15] of purely mechanical surface treatments
analysed the changes in fatigue resistance due to surface preparation, in
terms of total number of cycles, further confirming that the adherend surface
needs to be carefully prepared prior to bonding. Another measure of surface
treatment usefulness in fatigue set-up, besides cycles to failure, is the thresh-
old strain-energy release rate (Gth), which is used in fatigue tests where the
crack velocity is measured using the Paris Law. Gth measures an energy value
at which the crack starts to propagate, so it would be of interest to study the
effect that applying a surface treatment would have on the Gth. Some authors
have done so, such as Fernando et al. [16] who studied the effect of CAE,
PAA, and PAA with a primer (PAAP) on the fatigue performance of adhe-
sively bonded aluminium-alloy joints, and found that CAE presented the
worst results, while PAA and PAAP joints exhibited much improved and
identical performance. Kinloch et al. [17] studied the same surface treatments
and compared them with the basic grit blasting followed by degreasing
(GBD), and also with grit blasting followed by degrease and followed by
silane primer (GBS) [18]. The conclusions were similar for PAA and PAAP
but different for CAE, as they found that CAE exhibited the same resistance
as PAA, while Fernando et al. [16] concluded that CAE was inferior to PAA.
Nonetheless, PAA continues to prove itself the optimal surface treatment,
with Hadavina et al. [19] confirming the same trend as shown in [17], and
Abel et al. [20] also found that applying a surface treatment leads to better
performance when compared with the basic GBD. Figure 1 provides a
comparison between the most relevant results of these papers, exhibiting
the adequateness of PAA and also the importance of carefully preparing the
surface to create lasting bonds. It should be noted that the different papers
referenced in Fig. 1 have different joints and conditions, and therefore should
not be compared between each other; the comparison should only be made
for the results of each reference, which show the evolution in resistance for
the conditions of each paper.
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2.2 Environment

“Environment” is a broad term that encompasses various effects such as tempera-
ture, moisture, pressure, radiation, air quality, etc. [21]. Although most variables
should impact the behaviour of an adhesive joint, this study focuses on the effects
of temperature andmoisture, because they are themost relevant when considering
the distinct locations and industries where adhesive joints can be used all over the
world, a notion further aggravated by climate prediction models stating a rise in
global average temperature of up to 6°C until the year 2100 [22].

2.2.1. Temperature
Due to their polymeric nature, adhesives have limited resistance to tempera-
ture, which poses a problem due to the broad temperature ranges needed for
some industries [23]. Even so, the maximum service temperature of adhe-
sives has been rising steadily since the 1940s [1] when vinyl-phenolic adhe-
sives could withstand approximately 80°C up until recently where
polybenzothiazoles were found to withstand approximately 500°C. One of
the key concerns, when dealing with temperature, is the glass-transition
temperature (Tg) of the adhesive, the temperature above which a massive
change in mechanical properties occurs, as shown by Harris and Fay [24] in
1992, where a test temperature above Tg led to a drastic decrease in the
fatigue resistance of the joint, thus proving that such situations should be
avoided. This problem directly influences the fact that different types of
adhesives behave differently when in contact with moisture and temperature:
adhesives whose Tg is below room temperature (for example polyurethanes
or the polybutadiene studied in [24]), contrasting with adhesives with Tg

Figure 1. Effect of different surface treatments on the fatigue behaviour of aluminium-bonded
joints: influence on the number of cycles until failure (left), and in the threshold fracture
toughness (right). [13–20].
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above room temperature (for example epoxies). The viscoelastic effects must
also be equated, as evidence [25-27] has shown that the loading frequency is
considerably temperature dependent in the case of adhesives with prominent
viscoelastic behaviour and a higher loading frequency translates to a higher
temperature in the joint as it reaches failure [27].

2.2.2. Moisture
Moisture may affect an adhesive joint in several ways [28]: it can penetrate
the bond interface between adhesive and adherend, penetrate the adhesive
itself leading to plasticization and chemical degradation of interfacial bonds,
and lastly the adherends themselves may absorb some water and have their
mechanical properties altered. Regarding bond interface penetration, surface
treatments are used to improve the bond strength and have extremely
positive effects when applied correctly (Fig. 1). Penetration of the adhesive
itself is one of the biggest concerns, because the polymeric nature of the
material inherently allows water particles to migrate through the molecules
and interfere with the chemical composition. Water absorption is character-
ized by Fick’s law as a measure of the mass increase of the adhesive due to
water exposure over time. Using Fick’s law the percentage of total mass gain
until saturation can be determined, as well as the time it takes to achieve
saturation, and also the coefficient of diffusion (D) which represents a
measure of the speed at which water penetrates a specific adhesive [29].
This behaviour is also influenced by temperature, so for example an adhesive
with a specific D at room temperature will exhibit a higher value for D at a
higher temperature. Figure 2 shows the increase in the value of D for higher
temperatures when compared with room temperature.

Figure 2. Influence of temperature in the coefficient of diffusion for different adhesives. Values
for the tensile strength of each adhesive are displayed above the graph [30,31].
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2.2.3. Hygrothermal Effect
While temperature and moisture considerations were separately discussed, their
combined effect should also be mentioned. Effectively, combining both leads to
further degradation of the joint due to the different degradation mechanisms of
each separate effect, and the combined degradation due to these mechanisms is
designated hygrothermal effect.Moisture in the adhesive also influences Tg , where
a higher RH level has been reported to decrease Tg of the adhesive by various
studies [32–37] . A separate concern when dealing with hygrothermal effects is the
coefficient of thermal expansion differences between adhesive and adherend,
where further care is needed when dealing with moisture, due to the fact that
extra expansion occurs due to moisture (swelling due to water uptake into the
adhesive), thus giving rise to a “coefficient of hygrothermal expansion”. This
swelling effect may greatly reduce the fatigue performance of a joint. A distinct
effect that should be considered is the ratcheting behaviour of the adhesive, which
experiences variable strain recovery due to the number of loading cycles, and such
strain recovery is influenced by environmental effects. This ratcheting effect can
have no detrimental effect on the fatigue life of an adhesive joint [38], but it should
be considered nonetheless. Studies have shown that the accumulated ratcheting
strain decreases to a stabilized value over time [39], and an increase in temperature
was shown to greatly increase the ratcheting effect of adhesive joints while
moisture was found to lower the ratcheting strain [40].

3. S–N curves

S–N curves measure the number of cycles a joint can withstand when subjected
to specific levels of stress. The idea is to determine the stress under which a
joint can safely perform its duty, whatever that duty may be. For example,
a specific requirement may be that the joint performs optimally until 104

cycles, and thus S–N curves must be determined for that joint to determine
the maximum stress at which such requirements can be fulfilled.

If the environment degrades an adhesive joint, then naturally that degra-
dation must be evident in the S–N curves, as the degrading effect should
translate to a lower number of cycles for the same stress level. There is
extensive evidence of this, as we will see next, but also some cases where
the opposite happened.

3.1 Temperature Influence

The first case where environmental influence on the fatigue life of adhesive
bonded joints was studied dates back to 1966 [41], when Szépe theorized that
an increase in temperature leads to a decrease in the initial shear stress,
which translates in a S–N curve that is shifted downward. Although Szépe did
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a strictly theoretical study, future extensive experimental data would indeed
support his claim, such as the work by Harris and Fay [24] in 1992 which
studied the fatigue behaviour of adhesives XW1012 (Tg above room tem-
perature) and M51 (Tg below ambient temperature) at −30°C, 20°C and 90°C
bonded to mild steel substrates with no surface preparation. As Szépe
theorized, the initial resistance decreased as the temperature grew higher,
with 90°C proving the worst case by far. For XW1012 adhesive, when the
temperature increased from −30°C to 20°C, there was a slight decrease of
13% in the load range for both 0.2 mm and 2 mm adhesive layer thicknesses,
while with the increase in temperature from 20°C to 90°C the load range
decreased by more than four times. Such a decrease was also visible for M51
adhesive when the temperature increased from 20°C to 90°C, evidencing that
for higher temperatures the degradation is more accentuated. Such conclu-
sions are also applicable to composite adherends, which Ashcroft el al.
studied in 2001 [26] together with an adhesive with a Tg above the testing
temperatures, which were −50°C, room temperature, and 90°C. They
observed that at 90°C the maximum load decreased drastically, while the
difference from −50°C to room temperature was practically non-existent for
the unidirectional substrates and small for the multidirectional substrates.
Petrova and Lukina [42] later studied the effect of temperature on the fatigue
resistance of 17 different epoxy adhesives bonded to duralumin and 1 bonded
to steel, but using a different fatigue perspective. Instead of defining a fixed
stress and analysing the influence of temperature on the number of cycles,
they analysed the stress decrease with temperature so that the number of
cycles until failure was similar, effectively designing a joint for a specific
number of cycles and providing a picture of the decrease in the joint
strength. In 2014 [43], the same authors published the updated results of
the study with the same adhesives, and Fig. 3 presents the results of both
works, where all room temperature tests were done at 20°C and most high
temperature tests were done at 80°C, except three adhesives that were tested
at different high temperatures, which are overlaid in the corresponding bar.
All conditions correspond to 107 cycles at failure, with the exception of K-153
that failed at 5 × 106 cycles at room temperature.

All the presented works [24,26,41–43] focus on the influence of temperature
on the fatigue performance of adhesive joints and all present the same trend:
with an increase in temperature, the fatigue life decreases by a specific amount.

3.2 Moisture Influence

Underhill and DuQuesnay [44] studied the effect of moisture on S–N curves,
and found that water has a negligible effect on the fatigue performance at lower
cycles, but starts to become noticeable at very long lives (considered as about
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5 million cycles), where the dry joints appear to approach a fatigue limit while
the wet joints show a stress of about 80% that of the dry joints and no
indication of a fatigue limit being reached. Sugiman et al. [45] reached different
conclusions when joints aged for 1 year had their fatigue life decrease approxi-
mately by a factor of 10 compared with the unaged joints for the same load
level. Joints aged for 2 years were also tested, which showed a marginal
decrease in strength when compared with those aged for 1 year. Both studies
tested SLJs with the same adherend material (aluminium 2024-T3), surface
preparations that guaranteed cohesive failure in the adhesive layer, and similar
adhesives (FM 73 vs. FM 73M), but with the major difference of studying
distinct overlap lengths, where Underhill and DuQuesnay [44] tested joints
with 12.5 mm overlap and Sugiman et al. [45] tested an overlap of 30 mm,
effectively showing that a joint with a smaller overlap does not have its fatigue
life influenced as much as a joint with a bigger overlap length.

3.3 Hygrothermal Effects

The individual effects of both temperature and moisture have been presented,
and it is important to understand how each environmental factor differently
influences the fatigue performance of the joint, but their combination may also
bring additional clarifications. In 1987, Chen et al. studied [46] how joints
bonded with Araldite AW106 reacted to both temperature (45°C and 55°C)
and moisture (30% RH and 90% RH), and found that the fatigue life was
independent of moisture but dependent on temperature. This is interesting
considering that temperature was varied by only 10°C, but moisture was varied
in a wider range (from 30% RH to near saturation), and even under these
conditions temperature has a considerable influence while moisture does not.
In 1992, Su et al. [47] performed an extensive study and tested five epoxy

Figure 3. Temperature influence on the maximum fatigue stress of different adhesives withstanding
107 cycles (exception of K-153 which failed at 5×106 cycles) [42,43].
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adhesives with distinct mechanical properties in six different environments
where the specimens were aged for 8 years. They concluded that, as expected,
some adhesives would withstand the environmental effects better than others,
and that in some specific situations environment degradation actually
improved the average fatigue life. The focus of this study was to measure the
number of cycles until failure as a function of different environmental factors.
To make sense of the data, Fig. 4 (top) shows the mechanical properties of all
adhesives, where the general trend is that mechanical properties are highest for
adhesive 1 and then decrease gradually until adhesive 5, which presents the

Figure 4. Mechanical properties of all adhesives (top), average number of cycles each adhesive
could withstand for different temperatures (middle), and different relative humidity (RH) levels
(bottom). Adapted from [47].
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lowest values. An exception to this rule is adhesive 3, which presents a high
shear strength (the same as adhesive 1). Also, it should be noted that the
authors did not give a value for the fracture toughness of adhesive 5, and the
mass at saturation is included because it may help understand the results, as
shown in Fig. 4 (middle) and (bottom). The first remark is that there is not a
clear trend for all adhesives, neither for temperature of moisture influence,
with some adhesives having their performance maintained or increased with
an increase in temperature and moisture. One thing that may be relevant is the
mass gain at saturation, because a higher value of mass gain is visible in
adhesives that appear to withstand both temperature andmoisture fluctuations
(specifically adhesives 1 and 4). A correlation between mechanical properties
does not seem possible because both adhesives 1 and 4 have very distinct
properties and yet present similar cycles at failure and resistance for both the
environmental factors.

These effects were later studied in 2002 for composite single lap joints [48],
where the influence of water content was analysed, amongst other factors such as
overlap length. The studied adhesive was Bostik 7452-Super Glue 4, which has a
Young’s modulus of 956 MPa and a tensile strength of 4.3 MPa [49], which was
subjected to water at 20°C, 40°C, and 70°C. At 20°C and 40°C, the analysis
showed that the shear strength of the joint decreased from the initial value
(approximately 13 MPa) until a point where it is stabilized: at 20°C, the shear
strength reached a stable value of around 9.5MPa after 45 days, while at 40°C the
shear strength roughly declined to 9 MPa after 15 days. A higher temperature,
therefore, translates in a faster decrease of mechanical properties that reach a
stabilized value smaller than the value of a lower temperature, a notion even
more evident due to an enormous loss of fatigue strength observed at 70°C after
only 8 days of ageing. As for the effect of water at different temperatures in the
number of cycles until failure, the result is visible in Fig. 5 (left), where the
dashed line represents the number of cycles before water emersion. It is visible
that, for 30 days, at 20°C the joint strength is maintained, while at 40°C it
decreases by 87%. After 60 days, at 20°C there is a slight reduction of 12%, while
at 40°C the reduction is much higher, at 80%. These results allow us to conclude
that, for a temperature similar to room temperature, water content has minimal
impact on both static and dynamic conditions of this adhesive, while an increase
in temperature leads to much higher losses in strength.

In 2004 [50], single lap joints with aluminium substrates with a diglycidyl
ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) based epoxy resin (mechanical properties in
listed Table 1) were studied, where besides testing the joints at different
moisture levels, the influence of a pretreatment was also analysed. Some
results are shown in Fig. 5 (right), where an evident decrease in number of
cycles until failure for the situation where the adhesive was almost fully
saturated (96% RH) can be seen, when compared to an RH around 50%.
The untreated joint experienced a decrease of 83% in resistance, while the
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pre-treated joint saw the strength decrease by 50% RH. It should be noted
that, even for 96% RH, the pre-treated condition exhibited much higher
fatigue resistance than even the 50% RH untreated specimens, proving
again that a surface treatment is mandatory for aluminium-bonded joints
subjected to fatigue.

It was shown through the previously presented works [46,48,50] that
although moisture and temperature decrease the joint strength, temperature
has a higher toll on the resistance of adhesive joints than moisture. An
exception to this rule seems to be shown by Su et al. [47], where there is
not a clear decrease in resistance for all adhesives with hygrothermal ageing,
but there seems to be a relationship between mass gain at saturation and
environmental resistance.

4. Fatigue Crack Growth Curves

While S–N curves study the impact on the number of cycles of a specific
phenomenon as a function of applied stress, fatigue crack growth tests
measure the crack propagation behaviour through parameters such as crack
velocity (variation of the crack length between a specific number of cycles)
and fracture toughness threshold (the fracture toughness value before which
there is no crack propagation). The Paris Law (Fig. 6), introduced in 1963 by
Paris and Erdogan [53], is extensively used to characterize the fatigue crack

Figure 5. Effect of water at different temperatures after 30 days and 60 days submersion [48] (left),
influence of pre-treatment in the fatigue endurance at 50% relative humidity and near full saturation
(96% RH) [50] (right).

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the DGEBA-based epoxy resin.
Young’s modulus (GPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Fracture toughness (N/mm)

1.91–2.71 [51, 52] 72–79 [51, 52] 0.5 [52]
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growth behaviour of various materials, including adhesive joints. Paris Law
can be defined as da=dN ¼ C � ΔKm, where da=dN is the crack length varia-
tion (velocity of propagation), C and m are material constants, and ΔK the
stress intensity factor. The use of ΔK is especially useful for metals, but when
studying adhesive joints it is often substituted by Gmax=Gc (ratio of the
maximum energy release rate and critical energy required for abrupt failure),
which is particularly useful to compare between different loading modes. The
effect that moisture and temperature have on these parameters are presented
in the following section.

4.1 Temperature Influence

Williams and Marshall presented in 1975 [54] a study on the effect that
temperature has on the crack propagation of different polymers such as

Figure 6. Paris Law: (top) Paris Law for 2024-T3 aluminium alloy (adapted from [53]), (bottom)
representation of the key areas and variables obtainable from the Paris Law adapted for adhesive joints.
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PMMA and polyethylene. They found that the threshold stress intensity
factor (KthÞ decreased with an increase in temperature (ranging from −40°C
to +80°C), meaning that the crack started to propagate sooner with a rise in
temperature. This is expected because increasing the temperature decreases
the properties of the material, therefore it can withstand a lower stress before
cracking. Although a decrease in Kth was evident, the slope of the crack
propagation remained unaffected, meaning that the crack propagation velo-
city was found unaffected by temperature. Ashcroft and Shaw [55] reached
similar conclusions when studying epoxy bonded carbon fibre reinforced
polymer joints who found that an increase in temperature produced an
abrupt decrease in the threshold value, lowering 25% from −50°C to 22°C
and 62.5% from 22°C to 90°C. As for the slope, it remained unaffected in the
22°C and 90°C cases, but for the −50°C it increased by more than 2.5 times,
suggesting that the brittle state at which the joints were tested at the low
temperature led to a much faster crack propagation.

Both these works paint the same picture for the effect that temperature has
on the crack initiation parameters: higher temperatures translate to cracks
initiating sooner. Crack velocity (slope of the Paris Law) does not present such
a clear trend, but, in general, it seems unaffected by temperature changes.

4.2 Moisture Influence

Mostovoy and Ripling [56] studied the effect that water has on two different
combinations of an epoxy resin (DER 332) mixed with hardener (TEPA) and
cured at different temperatures, concluding that an increase in RH decreased
the toughness threshold value and the slope of the Paris Law remained largely
unaffected. Jethwa and Kinloch [57] reached the same conclusions concerning
the slope and threshold value, effectively verifying that a higher moisture
content translates to a crack that starts propagating sooner in its service life,
while the crack growth rate is shown to be independent of water content,
although they found that the fracture toughness value remained constant and
independent of RH.

Two studies [58,59] investigated the influence of varying RH (15% and
80%) in three epoxy systems: Devcon DGEBA, Shell EPON 828 hardened
with V-40, and Desoto 950-008. They reached three major conclusions: RH
has no influence on the slope of the curve, a higher RH translates in a lower
threshold value, and a decrease in fracture toughness was also evident with
an increase in water content.

If we focus our analysis on the threshold variation with moisture, most works
[16,18,20,56–60] agree that there is a decrease inGth with highermoisture content,
but some exceptions exist. In 1983, Mizutani and Iwatsu [61] looked at the effect
that different external environments have on the Paris Law of an epoxy resin—
Shell Epikote 828.While not strictly a study ofmoisture influence, it does compare
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between no-water and water immersion, as well as immersion in various liquids
such as acetone, ethanol, methanol, and others. They found that the slope was
largely unaffected by the different liquids, but the threshold value exhibited some
odd behaviour: instead of decreasing with water, it increased. Furthermore, testing
without any liquid was found to be the worst case, while immersion in any of the
other environments improved the performance of the joint. A similar trend for the
increase in the threshold value with an increase in moisture was also found in two
other studies [62, 63], where an increase in Gth was evident when the RH was
increased from<20% to >95% in a bonded epoxy/glass, as well as when comparing
joints without ageing to aged joints for 34 hr in water.

Different conclusions were found by other authors [17,19,64] with regard to
the slope of the Paris Law curve, which was in this case found to be dependent of
RH, effectively decreasing with an increase in RH. With regard to the threshold
value, their conclusions agree with previous works, where the value of Gth

decreased with an increase in moisture. Two of those works [17,19] also studied
the effect of the surface treatment, with the results visible in Fig. 1.

All the works presented until now focus on mode I crack growth, which may
be argued to be the most important, but information for other scenarios should
also be available. Such different scenarios are studied by Meziere et al. [65],
who analysed the slope of the Paris Law in three situations: pure mode I, pure
mode II, and 50% of mode I. Ageing produced a 21% decrease in the slope for
pure mode I, a decrease of 27% for 50% mode I, and an increase of 13% for
pure mode II.

Figure 7 presents an overview based on various references of the moist-
ure’s effect on both Gth and slope of the Paris Law.

4.3 Hygrothermal Effects

Gurumurthy et al. [66,67] studied the hygrothermal influence on the inter-
face of an epoxy and a polyimide, reaching conclusions similar to the
previously presented studies: an increase in RH leads to a decrease in the
threshold and the slope of the Paris Law, while an increase in temperature
had the same effect. They also made an additional study regarding the
influence of the rate at which temperature was changed, and found out
that varying the temperature at a lower rate (0.3°C/min) degraded the inter-
face at a higher rate (3°C/min). This result can be used to infer that, if the
joint is degraded by temperature, we can expect a higher degradation if the
change in temperature throughout time is lower.

Datla et al. published several studies [68–71] in the combined effect of
water and temperature, which provide extensive evidence on the effects of
these factors in adhesive joints. They studied a proprietary DGEBA-based,
heat-cured, rubber-toughened structural epoxy adhesive bonded to alumi-
nium adherends, and one of the conclusions of their study was that higher
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moisture translated to a decrease in the threshold value, and the decrease
in Gth was even more accentuated if the temperature was higher, a trend
that was found to be satisfactorily modelled by an inverse power relation-
ship showing a much steeper decrease in Gth after only 7 days of ageing
for 60°C when compared with 40°C, although both tend to be roughly
similar values after more than 120 days (Fig. 8) .

Figure 7. Effect of humidity on the Paris Law parameters. Each line corresponds to a situation
described in the cited paper (evidenced in the respective line), and the percentage of reduction
due to water content is overlaid on each affected property. Different lines for the same reference
mean that various adhesives were studied.
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5. Conclusion

From the previously presented works, two major conclusions may be drawn:
the tendencies do not consistently follow the same trend, and not many
studies exist in the field of temperature and moisture influence on the fatigue
behaviour of adhesive joints. One may be inherently linked to the other, as
more studies would certainly paint a clearer picture and provide more uni-
form effects. For example, most studies exhibit a decrease in the threshold
fracture toughness with increasing moisture, but various exceptions occur.
The same can be said for the slope of the Paris Law, the number of cycles
until failure, and virtually any of the parameters. This is most certainly
related to the mechanical properties and behaviour of the specific adhesives,
but many of the works presented do not analyse these parameters, although
an effort was made to find them elsewhere. Although the oldest analysed
work is from 1966 [41], the concern with the effect of the environment on
the long-term behaviour of adhesive joints is still not fully studied, something
that will certainly change in the short-term future as adoption of adhesives as
substitutes for conventional joining methods is seen in more industries and
products.
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Effect of the size reduction on the bulk
tensile and double cantilever beam
specimens used in cohesive zone models
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Abstract

Cohesive zone elements used in finite element analysis are a reliable way to design and predict the behaviour of the joint.

The characterisation of the traction separation law used in these models is done using tensile and fracture tests, and the

parameters of such laws depend on humidity and temperature. Water diffusion tests are therefore necessary, which are

dependent on specimen geometry, meaning a bigger specimen takes longer to fully saturate. To solve this problem and

increase the efficiency of the ageing process, smaller tensile bulk and double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens are

necessary. Another advantage of smaller DCB specimens is that they can be tested in smaller high-temperature cham-

bers, where normal DCB specimens do not fit. Smaller geometries of the bulk tensile and DCB tests are analysed, and a

proposed geometry for each test is shown to produce very satisfactory results, validating the use of these specimens.
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Introduction

Cohesive zone elements have been developed to simu-
late static damage, damage due to fatigue and, more
recently, damage due to the environment. In a cohe-
sive damage analysis no initial crack is needed, and its
propagation is the result of a simulated degradation
of the material. A finite element analysis (FEA) that
uses a cohesive damage model uses both continuum
mechanics and fracture mechanics, considering both
strength and energy to characterise the debonding
process.1 By combining these parameters, the cohesive
zone models (CZM) allow whichever factor is pre-
dominant to control the fracture process of the
crack in the numerical analysis.2

The cohesive zone parameters are characterised
experimentally using bulk tensile tests, thick adherend
shear test (TAST), double cantilever beam (DCB) and
end-notched flexure (ENF) tests, where data from
those test results are incorporated in a numerical ana-
lysis. This methodology has given very satisfactory
results and it is possible to predict with accuracy
the behaviour of adhesive joints.3 Different laws for
the cohesive zone have been put forward: triangular
law, trapezoidal law, exponential law and others.
Although being more suited for modelling brittle
adhesives, the triangular law provides good results
for most of the real world situations.4 For ductile

materials, both the exponential law5 and trapezoidal
law6 can also be of interest.

The triangular traction separation law available in
state of the art FEA programs, such as Simulia
Abaqus� (Providence, Rhode Island, USA), initially
assumes a linear elastic behaviour followed by a linear
evolution of damage. The determination of the tensile
and shear strength of the adhesive enables the char-
acterisation of the linear elastic behaviour, while the
area under the curve is equal to the respective fracture
energy. Additional parameters, such as the initial
cohesive stiffness K, are not measured experimentally
and are usually assumed or found by trial and error,
as there are yet no well-established universal rules for
determining those CZM parameter values.7
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Bulk tensile tests, similar to those for plastic mater-
ials, are commonly used to determine the tensile
strength of the adhesive, under a uniform and uniaxial
state of stress. Other properties such as tensile modu-
lus, yield strength, failure strength and elongation at
break can be obtained, although not relevant for inclu-
sion in the CZM. Although axially loaded butt joints
can be used as an alternative to bulk tensile tests, the
stress–strain curve is not representative of the intrinsic
adhesive behaviour, and despite the use of precise
apparatus the reproducibility of this test is low.8

The measurement of the fracture toughness is more
complex and can be done using several geometries.
The two most common bulk specimens are compact
tension (CT) and single-edge notched bending
(SENB), and in both cases the toughness results are
intrinsic to the adhesive and do not directly relate to
the joint properties. Although these techniques are of
interest, the most accurate tests to characterise the
fracture energy in adhesive bonds are DCB test and
tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB) test. Since
the machining of the DCB specimens is much simpler
this is the most used test.9

To conduct the DCB test, two different standards
exist, ASTM D3433 and ISO 25217. The first deter-
mines the fracture toughness through several loadings
of the specimen. This is done in order to induce crack
propagation and measure the peak load required, while
the load for crack arrest is also recorded and the final
crack length measured. Both load values are used to
measure the fracture toughness. In standard ISO
25217, the specimen is loaded with a constant cross-
head displacement up to crack propagation starts.
Usually the crack increases slightly, 2–5mm, and at
this point the machine is reset. This pre-crack is not
part of the test but a prerequisite. Subsequently, the
specimen is reloaded again and the resistance to crack
initiation and steady-state propagation are calculated.9

Some work has been done on the study of how spe-
cific geometric parameters influence the resulting frac-
ture toughness (GIC). An increasing trend of GIC with
adherend thickness was found,10 which is relevant to
our study on DCB size reduction. This behaviour was
considered to be due to an increasing degree of adher-
end restraining for bigger thickness values, as a larger
region is loaded ahead of the crack tip. Besides the
adherend thickness, an increase in the thickness of
the adhesive also increases the fracture toughness.11,12

The mechanical properties of the adhesive are also
influenced by environmental factors, which therefore
also influence the CZM parameters. Temperature and
humidity have been found to degrade the joint,13 which
translates to a decrease in tensile strength and fracture
energy. Because the CZM parameters are therefore
dependent on temperature and humidity, water diffu-
sion tests are necessary to fully characterise the traction
separation law for degraded situations. The duration of
humidity tests is also an important aspect that should
be related with specimen geometry, because smaller

specimens are useful to decrease the duration of
water uptake tests.14 Durability tests are currently
being performed as part of a study on the combined
effect of temperature, humidity, fatigue and environ-
mental degradation of joints, and specimens with smal-
ler geometries will prove very useful to shorten the
study duration.

This paper is structured in two main sections: one to
study the effect of size on bulk tensile specimens and
the other for DCB specimens. In order to validate the
proposed geometries of the dogbone and DCB speci-
mens, two epoxy adhesives were used: one that shows
ductile failure, and the other with brittle behaviour.
Each section presents experimental results for standard
specimens, followed by a numerical study of the geom-
etry and finally a validation of said geometry by experi-
mental tests. In the end small specimens are suggested
which present the best results when compared with
those obtained with standard specimens.

Adhesives

Two epoxy adhesives are used for this study. The first,
XNR 6852-1, supplied by NAGASE CHEMTEX�

(Osaka, Japan), is a one-part system that cures at
150�C for 3 h. It has a linear structure, which allows
greater freedom of movement to the chains, unlike the
cross-linked structure of a conventional epoxy adhe-
sive. As a consequence, this polymer has some fea-
tures of thermoplastic polymers due to the resulting
linear structure.15

The second adhesive was SikaPower 4720, supplied
by SIKA� (Portugal, Vila Nova de Gaia). This adhe-
sive is a two-part system that cures at room tempera-
ture for 24h. Both these adhesives will be characterised
in the following section.

Bulk tensile test

Characterisation of the tensile strength

Experimental procedure. The bulk tensile specimens
were produced by curing the adhesive between steel
plates in a mould with a silicone rubber frame,
according to the French standard NF T 76-142.16

A silicone rubber frame was used to avoid the adhesive
from flowing, and the thickness of the silicone is also
used to guarantee specimen thickness. Both adhesives
were cured under 2MPa hydrostatic pressure in a hot-
plates press according to the manufacturer’s specifica-
tion, and the dimensions of the adhesive plate after
cure were defined from the internal dimensions of the
silicone rubber frame. After that, dogbone specimens
(Figure 1) were machined from the bulk sheet plates.

The bulk tensile tests were performed in an
INSTRON� model 3367 universal test machine
(Norwood, MA, USA) with a capacity of 30kN, at
room temperature and constant displacement rate of
1mm/min. Two methods were used to measure the
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displacement: an optical method, and an extensometer
with 25mm grip length. The optical method consisted
of markings being placed on the specimens at the extre-
mities of the allowable deformation zone (50mm
apart), and photos were taken every 5 s during the
test. The photos were then post-processed in a
custom MATLAB program developed in-house.
There are two reasons both methods were used: first,
because Nagase XNR 6852-1 exhibits necking after
fracturing, and even if fracture occurred between the
extensometer arms, the deformed part could extend
beyond them, which would cause a strain value lower
than the actual test. The second reason was the valid-
ation of the optical method, which will be needed in
future studies where an extensometer cannot be used,
such as high and low temperature tests. Three speci-
mens of each adhesive were tested.

Experimental results and discussion. Figure 2 shows three
stress–strain curves for each tested adhesive.
Reproducibility is important to define the basis for

comparison of properties between standard and
future small specimens, and it can also be seen that
the adhesives have distinct mechanical properties.
Table 1 synthesises the most important data obtain-
able from the stress–strain curves.

The stress–strain curves of polymeric materials are
not linear in tension and have usually low rigidity in
the elastic domain. Despite the evident non-linear
behaviour, the tensile modulus is commonly used to
describe most adhesives, as it is simple to determine.
Before fracturing, adhesive XNR 6852-1 deforms in a
ductile manner (Figure 3(a)) suffering a reduction of
area and acquiring an opaque colour, behaviour

Figure 2. Stress–strain curves of standard dogbone specimens for Nagase XNR 6852-1 and SikaPower 4720.

Figure 1. Dimensions of the bulk tensile specimens used in accordance with standard BS 2782 (dimensions in mm).

Table 1. Results of bulk tensile tests.

Tensile

strength (MPa)

Tensile

modulus (MPa)

Strain to

failure (%)

XNR 6852-1 59.1� 1.39 2276.1� 89.27 8.4� 2.31

SikaPower 4720 25.8� 0.61 2171.1� 244.81 3.4� 0.27
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typical of thermoplastic polymers. This behaviour is an
improvement in the properties of epoxy adhesives, also
evident in the increased ductility of the material when
compared with SikaPower 4720, which has a very brit-
tle behaviour with little deformation (Figure 3(b)).

Effect of variations on the geometry of the bulk
tensile test specimen

Numerical modelling. Three reduced specimens were
evaluated (Figure 4): a short tensile specimen according
to EN ISO 527-2 (test specimen type 5A), a second
specimen with a transition radius of 25mm, and finally
a specimen with a 54mm radius in the transition area.
The geometry in Figure 4(b)) is not in accordance with
any standard and was developed with the purpose of
eliminating, as far as possible, the concentration of
stress, by using a higher (double) radius. A further
improvement of the previous geometry, with an
increased radius and increased cross-sectional area,
was also evaluated and is shown in Figure 4(c). In all
cases, the specimen thickness was 2mm. Thinner spe-
cimens would mean quicker humidity tests, but in the
case of bulk specimens the biggest area exposed to
moisture is their surface, and compared to other speci-
mens (such as DCBs) they saturate faster, so it was felt
there was no need to reduce the cross section.

Using Abaqus�, a 2D linear elastic analysis was
performed on the simplified geometry of each speci-
men type (Figure 5(a)) shows the assumed simplifica-
tion), and a plane stress case was chosen. The
simulation was run with the tensile modulus of
XNR 6852-1 (Table 1), a Poisson’s ratio (v) of 0.4,
and with the boundary conditions and applied dis-
placement as shown in Figure 5(b).

Numerical results and discussion. Figure 5(c) to (e) shows
the relative stress comparison between the small speci-
mens for the same applied displacement. The EN ISO
527-2 specimen (Figure 5 c)) is used as the basis for
comparison, because there is a severe change in stress
from the holding part of the specimen to the test area,
and it exhibits the worst stress concentration of all the
considered geometries (due to the smaller radius). The
remaining specimens try to reduce the stress concentra-
tion by using a radius of higher magnitude, and it can

be seen that the maximum stress is reduced through
this methodology. The reduction is important because,
for example in tensile tests at high temperature and
high strain rates, failure is more likely to occur where
higher stress concentrations exist.

Experimental results and discussion. The experimental
procedure for manufacturing and testing the small
specimens follows the same as described before for
the long dogbones.

The stress–strain curves for the short specimen A
(EN ISO 527-2 standard) are presented in Figure 6.
The first thing to note is the considerably higher ten-
sile strength of the short specimens when compared to
the long dogbone. This happens for both adhesives,

Figure 4. Geometry of the three small specimens studied:

(a) short tensile specimen according to EN ISO 527-2, (b) short

specimen with transition radius of 25 mm, and (c) short specimen

with a 54 mm radius in the transition area (dimensions in mm).

Figure 3. Bulk tensile specimens after testing: (a) XNR 6852-1 and (b) SikaPower 4720.
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which confirms that it is an effect not related to adhe-
sive properties but to specimen geometry. One reason
for this may be that smaller specimens are less prone
to microscopic defects such as voids and cracks. The
failure strain values further support this theory, as it is
visible that, at least for Nagase XNR 6852-1, a ductile
adhesive, the maximum strain for each small specimen
was higher than the long dogbone.

Figure 7 shows the stress–strain results for short
specimen B (25mm radius). The tensile strength of
these specimens has been reduced from the previous
geometry, which further validates the idea of refining
the standard EN ISO 527-2 specimen. The reason for
this reduction is assumed to be the proposed specimen
geometry, where both the smaller stress concentra-
tions and the larger cross-sectional area contribute
to the apparent approximation of the curves for the
small specimens to the long dogbone. This is visible
for Nagase XNR 6852-1 and even more prominent for
the SikaPower 4720.

The results for the final short specimen, geometry
C (54mm radius) are visible in Figure 8. For Nagase
XNR 6852-1, the tensile strength is now even further
reduced from the EN ISO 527-2 specimens, which

confirms that the approach of decreasing the stress
concentration has positive effects on the resulting ten-
sile strength values for the small geometries. For
SikaPower 4720 there was a slight increase in the ten-
sile stress values from the previous 25mm radius geom-
etry, which may be related to the fact that this adhesive
is more brittle, therefore for smaller and more rigid
geometries the resulting stress is a bit higher.

The main outcomes of the previously shown stress–
strain curves are: first, all the small geometries exhibit
higher tensile strength values than the long dogbone
results, which has been justified as being due to the
smaller probability of microscopic defects in the smal-
ler specimens. This is further supported by the fact
that the smaller specimens of Nagase XNR 6852-1,
a ductile adhesive, show a higher failure strain,
while the ones from SikaPower 4720, a brittle adhe-
sive, show roughly the same failure strain. Finally,
there is an evident decrease in the tensile strength
values as we further refine the geometry, which valid-
ates the geometry chosen as final. Figure 9 shows a
concise picture of the average tensile strength results
and respective deviation for all geometries and
adhesives.

Figure 5. FEM model and resulting relative stress distribution comparison: (a) full specimen with symmetry lines, where the grey

area is the considered geometry for analysis, (b) boundary conditions and applied displacement, (c) results for the short tensile

specimen according to EN ISO 527-2, (d) short specimen with transition radius of 25 mm, (e) short specimen with a 54 mm radius in

the transition area.
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We can conclude that, for our purpose, which is the
determination of the tensile strength of the adhesive
for inclusion in the respective traction–separation
curve of the cohesive zone model, small geometry C
presents the best results for both types of adhesives.

Double cantilever beam tests

Characterisation of the fracture toughness

Experimental procedure. The DCB specimens used
(based on ASTM D3433) are shown in Figure 10.
A high tensile strength steel (DIN 40 CrMnMo 7)
was used to avoid plastic deformation of the substrates.

Blades with a thickness of 0.2mm were used to
impose the adhesive thickness as well as the initial
crack length of 45mm. The mould was then put in a
hot press, where the adhesives were cured at the tem-
perature and during the time specified by each manu-
facturer, both at a pressure of 2MPa. Three DCB
specimens were manufactured for each adhesive, and

the tests were conducted in an INSTRON� model
3367 universal test machine (Norwood, MA, USA)
with a capacity of 30 kN, at room temperature, with
a constant displacement rate of 0.5mm/min.

Experimental results and discussion. The determination of
the fracture energy (GIC) for the DCB specimens was
accomplished using the compliance-based beam
method (CBBM),17,18 which only uses the load and
displacement curves of a DCB test to determine the
GIC. This has two advantages, as it eliminates the
uncertainty of an eye measure of the crack length,
and also makes it possible to conduct tests where
the crack can be obstructed by the machine’s structure
or loading apparatus, which can happen with smaller
specimens.

The resulting R-curves are presented in Figure 11.
We can see two distinct behaviours: XNR 6852-1

shows an initial peak followed by stabilisation of the
fracture energy, and SikaPower 4720 is always stable
at a lower fracture energy. This happened because, for

Figure 6. Comparison of stress–strain curves between the EN ISO 527-2 short specimen and long dogbone specimen using both

adhesives.
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SikaPower 4720, the DCB test was performed until
the crack had propagated slightly. The experiment
was then stopped, the new crack length was recorded,
and the test was restarted until failure of the specimen.
The implications of using this methodology is that we
now have a ‘‘perfect’’ crack, which means that when
the test is restarted and until failure, the adhesive’s
fracture toughness always represents the energy of a
true crack. Without this methodology, the initial
crack is more rounded (in the micro scale), which
means that the energy needed to propagate this
crack is much higher than the energy needed for a
‘‘perfect’’ crack. This is what happens with the
XNR 6852-1 curve, which shows the initial peak
(microscopically rounded crack) and then decreases
and stabilises to a value representative of the energy
needed to propagate a true crack. Previous studies
have validated this approach.19

These two distinct methods were chosen to illus-
trate the difference between the standard test (with
pre-crack) and the proposed methodology (without
pre-crack). Since both methodologies are considered

to be correct (both allows the fracture energy to be
determined), and thus doing the test in one-go (with-
out stopping and restarting) was the chosen procedure
for the results shown ahead.

Effect of variations on the geometry
of the DCB specimens

Numerical modelling. The study on the geometry of the
DCB specimens was performed in Abaqus�, where
the influence of changes in DCB dimensions on the
fracture toughness was studied. A 2D model analysis
was performed, and Figure 12 shows the boundary
conditions as well as the mesh that was used. A frac-
ture toughness of 2N/mm was considered for the ana-
lysis, where COH2D elements (with a width of
0.2mm) were used for the adhesive and CPE4R
(plane-strain 4-node quadrilateral solid, reduced inte-
gration) elements for the adherends.

Numerical results and discussion. The effect of the initial
crack length, specimen length, width and thickness are

Figure 7. Comparison of stress-strain curves between the short specimen (25 mm radius) and long dogbone specimen using both

adhesives.
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Figure 8. Comparison of stress-strain curves between the short specimen (54 radius) and long dogbone specimen using both

adhesives.

Figure 9. Average and standard deviation of tensile strength results for all the tested dogbone specimens.
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Figure 12. Modelled DCB specimens with finite element mesh: (a) cohesive zone (red), (b) view of the entire specimen, (c) boundary

conditions.

Figure 11. Experimental GIC results for both adhesive’s normal DCB specimens, using the CBBM method.

Figure 10. DCB specimen used, with dimensions in mm, based on ASTM 3433.
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analysed in this section. All these geometric param-
eters may have an effect on the values of fracture
toughness, because it has been suggested that GIC is
not a material parameter, but a geometry-dependent
quantity instead.10 Furthermore, all these parameters
are used in the CBBM data reduction scheme, sug-
gesting they influence the end values.17

Initial crack length. Three initial crack lengths were
studied to investigate their effect on the fracture
toughness: 20mm, 56mm and 120mm. The force–
displacement (P–d) curves presented in Figure 13 show
a high rigidity for the specimen with a short crack, a

softer linear loading for the intermediate and a further
decrease in compliance for the bigger crack. For longer
cracks the maximum load is lower, but the displacement
needed to reach the peak load is higher. All the graphs
coincide once the displacement is the same.

The R-curves calculated from the numerical data
acquired are presented in Figure 14, and the fracture
toughness was determined using the plateau region of
the R-curve, where it can be seen that the CBBM is
affected by the initial crack length.

Specimen length. Another crucial parameter
is the length of the specimen because, for certain

Figure 13. Numerical P–d curves of three different initial crack lengths. All the dimensions are of the normal DCB specimen, except

the initial crack length.

Figure 14. Numerical R-curves of three different initial crack lengths, using the CBBM method. All the dimensions are of the normal

DCB specimen, except the initial crack length.
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environmental chambers, the test process often
requires a specimen with a reduced length. In order
to investigate this parameter, three specimen lengths
were used: 290mm, 240mm and 200mm. The fracture
toughness in the plateau region (Figure 15) is in this
case almost constant and it can be assumed that there
is no influence of this parameter. This means that if
there is enough length for a stable propagation of the
crack, the fracture toughness is not influenced by the
length of the specimen, which can be reduced even
further if need be.

Specimen width. Three different widths were used:
50mm, 25mm and 10mm. The failure load increased

proportionally with the width, but the shape of the
R-curves was identical, as was the fracture toughness
in the plateau region. This shows that the decrease of
the width has no influence on the GIC, which is useful
because diffusion in the bondline of the DCB speci-
men is slower for wider specimens, and a reduction of
the section can greatly decrease the period of a dur-
ability study.

Substrate thickness. Three substrate thicknesses
were studied: 15mm, 12.7mm and 9mm. The
CBBM method shows a fracture toughness that is
the same in all cases (Figure 16). The equivalent
crack length (aeq) presents a different initial value in

Figure 16. Numerical R-curves of the three different substrate thicknesses, using the CBBM method. All the dimensions are of the

normal DCB specimen, except the substrate thickness.

Figure 15. Numerical R-curves of the three different specimen lengths, using the CBBM method. All the dimensions are of the

normal DCB specimen, except the length.
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Figure 17. Geometry of the small DCB specimen (dimensions in mm).

Figure 18. Numerical R-curves for the normal and small DCB specimen, using the CBBM method.

Figure 19. R-curves of experimental small and normal DCB specimen tested with SikaPower 4720 using the CBBM method.
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all tests because it accounts for the fracture process
zone (FPZ), which depends on the substrate thickness:
a wider substrate means a bigger FPZ.17

Small specimen. After the evaluation of the differ-
ent parameters presented above, a small specimen was
designed with the geometry presented in Figure 17. It
takes advantage of the lack of influence on the frac-
ture toughness of both specimen length and width,
while keeping the fracture toughness results similar
to the normal specimen (Figure 18). The reason for
the width being defined to 120mm was to fit in the

environmental chamber we have available, which
would only allow a maximum width of 125mm.
The stresses in the specimen were also studied,
and those present on the proposed small specimen
are in the same order of magnitude as the ones in
normal DCB specimen, meaning that same steel can
be used.

Experimental validation of the smaller specimens

To manufacture the smaller specimens, the same tech-
niques used for the normal specimens were employed.

Figure 20. R-curves of experimental small and normal DCB specimen tested with XNR 6852-1 using the CBBM method.

Figure 21. Average and standard deviation of fracture toughness results for all the tested DCB specimens.
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The initial rigidity (Figure 19, the difference in the
peak fracture toughness for small and normal speci-
mens) is not the same for all the specimens, part of
the reason being the variation of the initial crack
length for the normal and short DCB specimens.
Throughout the work done with the normal and
small specimens it is clearly much easier to control
the manufacturing process for the small specimens,
e.g. bondline thickness and the initial crack length.
The disadvantage is that because of the reduced
dimensions of the small specimens, the initial crack
propagation was obstructed by the machine’s holding
mechanism, but by using the CBBM method we could
overcome this problem.

The initial fracture toughness is higher for the
small specimen (Figures 19 and 20). This is because
a smaller initial crack produces higher fracture tough-
ness (see Figure 14), which then stabilises to a value
representative of the true fracture toughness through
the stable propagation of the crack which happened in
all specimens.

Figure 21 shows that the difference for the obtained
fracture toughness between small and normal DCB
specimens is small, and therefore can be used to deter-
mine the fracture toughness of the adhesives with
accuracy. The rupture was cohesive in all tests, guar-
anteeing that the adhesive toughness was being
measured.

Conclusion

The proposed final geometries were able to produce
acceptable results similar to those obtainable using
standard specimens. Refined bulk specimens showed
that by decreasing the stress concentration in the spe-
cimen, the values for tensile strength were increasingly
closer to those obtainable by standard dogbone spe-
cimens. The chosen specimen geometry (Figure 4(c)
with a 54mm radius) produces better results for the
tensile strength mechanical property than both the
EN ISO 527-2 specimen and 25mm radius specimen,
which validates the use of said geometry for future
studies. Average values for the tensile strength in
the proposed small bulk specimen of 61.9MPa and
34.1MPa for the Nagase XNR 6852-1 and
SikaPower 4720, respectively, are similar to the aver-
age values of 59.1MPa and 25.8MPa for the standard
dogbones. Furthermore, the increase of the cross sec-
tion in the small specimen is useful to prevent unex-
pected failure during tests, which can be further
aggravated through degradation tests.

Regarding DCBs, the reduced geometry has
proven that values similar to the standard defined
by ASTM 3433 can be obtained, at the expense of
obstructed view of the initial crack propagation,
which is a problem solved by using the CBBM
method. Average values of the fracture toughness
for the small DCB where 4.55N/mm and 1.84N/mm
for the Nagase XNR 6852-1 and SikaPower 4720,

respectively, which were also similar to the standard
DCB results of 3.44N/mm and 1.63N/mm.

Due to both these refined specimens the full
characterisation of cohesive zone model properties
(through the tensile strength and fracture toughness)
is possible, using smaller and easier to manufac-
ture specimens, without compromising the accuracy
of the measured properties. It also eases the pro-
cess of ageing and testing, because smaller speci-
mens translate to quicker water saturation on
the adhesive.
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Original Article

Effect of humidity on the mechanical
properties of adhesively bonded
aluminium joints

M Costa1, G Viana1, LFM da Silva2 and RDSG Campilho3

Abstract

The presented work focuses on the effects of water degradation on the long-term behaviour of adhesive joints. The

objective of this study is to measure the evolution of various mechanical properties such as tensile stress and fracture

toughness as a function of humidity for two distinct adhesives, using bulk adhesive and double cantilever beam specimens

in unaged and aged conditions in order to understand the influence of humidity on the adhesive properties. A math-

ematical equation that allows the prediction of each property degradation as a function of water is proposed and

validated, which takes into account various parameters such as the diffusion coefficient, resulting in a general equation

for mechanical property degradation prediction of potentially any adhesive. It was also found that the distinct adhesive

properties such as strength, stiffness and fracture toughness all decreased due to water degradation with the exception

of the strain that increased, concluding that water reduces the joint strength and lifespan of the studied adhesives,

although in different ways.
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Introduction

Adhesion technology is increasingly more studied and
implemented in various industries, such as the auto-
motive and aeronautical, in order to solve some prob-
lems related to the traditional methods of joining
(bolting, riveting, welding, and others). Regarding
the automotive industry, adhesion technology is
increasingly more used both in the assembly of sup-
plementary elements (windows, windscreens, rubber
joints and inside cladding) as in structural applica-
tions.1 Aeronautical joints were the pioneers of adhe-
sive bonding, where both structural and sealing
capacities are desired, each with distinct stiffness and
mechanical requirements, resulting in incredible struc-
tural efficiency and durability present in some air-
crafts that could not have been achieved with
conventional riveted structures.2 Both these indus-
tries, and others, are not only concerned with adhe-
sion effectiveness but also with weight efficient
structures, which are essential for optimising fuel con-
sumption. As such, aluminium and composites com-
ponents are often employed and bonded with
adhesives, therefore achieving maximum weight
reduction. The growing availability of a variety of
new materials and significant advances in bonding
technology have allowed engineers to trust adhesive

joints as a viable alternative to other joining tech-
niques. Because of this, the study and understanding
of adhesives has never been more pertinent.

Adhesive joints are, in many situations, exposed to
severe environment conditions during their lifetime
that will weaken the adhesive properties as well as
the bond strength, thus losing the ability to maintain
a good adhesion.3 For both aeronautical and automo-
tive applications, the majority of adhesive-bonded
components are exposed to moist air, with varying
humidity4 and temperature5 throughout the year
and location. When the relative humidity is high
over a period of time, the strength and fatigue per-
formance of the joint will gradually decline.6

Temperature is also known to influence the fracture
toughness of an adhesive joint.7 Furthermore,
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environmental conditions may have an indirect
impact on an adhesive joint, for example if they influ-
ence the adherend (by thermal expansion of a metal
adherend or humidity infiltration in a composite
adherent) or the interface between adherend and
adhesive.

Focusing on humidity, water diffusion on to an
adhesive joint can be through the adhesive, the adhe-
sive–adherend interface and by cracks or flaws in the
adhesive. There are some phenomena responsible for
the water degradation of a joint which are: plasticisa-
tion, swelling, hydrolysis or cracking of the adhesive,
degradation or change of the interface resulting in loss
of adhesion, and corrosion of the substrate. Even
though water can negatively affect the adhesive prop-
erties, the main factor in the weakening of joints is the
water attack on the interface, which causes the most
damage and leads to degradation and loss of adhesion
between the adhesive and the adherends. As men-
tioned before, aluminium structures are very interest-
ing for structural applications, but the interface
between aluminium–adhesive is severely weakened
when subjected to moisture. To counteract this
effect, surface treatments such as acid etching and
phosphoric acid anodising are mandatory for struc-
tural joints that rely on aluminium components.
Interestingly, the pioneering industries in the use of
adhesively bonded weight efficient structures using
aluminium joints were the ones that developed surface
treatments, notably Boeing who patented the phos-
phoric acid anodising treatment in 1978.8 The charac-
terisation of humidity’s influence on an adhesive is
made using Fick’s law, which represents the mass
gain of a specimen as a function of submersion
time, and as a result two parameters can be defined:
the diffusion coefficient (related to the speed of water
penetration) and the mass at equilibrium (the final
mass of the specimen when total water saturation is
achieved). Adhesives can exhibit two distinct Fickian
behaviours: single Fick and dual Fick. Single Fick is
represented by a linear initial behaviour (whose slope
is the diffusion coefficient) that eventually stabilizes
when saturation is achieved, unlike dual Fick adhe-
sives which have two consecutive and distinct linear
stages (therefore they have two diffusion coefficients)
and only after the second stage is saturation achieved.
In theory, specimen thickness should not influence the
behaviour of water or the parameters of Fick’s law, a
notion postulated by Fujita9 who suggested that sorp-
tion with different film thicknesses superimpose on a
plot of Mt=M1 against

ffiffiffi
h
p
=e (where Mt=M1 is the

mass gain,
ffiffiffi
h
p

is the square root of submersion time
and e is the film thickness), but recent studies have
found that adhesives which exhibit dual Fick behav-
iour shift to single Fick with an increase in specimen
thickness.10

The mechanical properties are key parameters to
characterise and differentiate adhesives, and as such
the study of humidity on their influence is mandatory

to correctly characterise their degradation due to the
environment. Various studies have been made in this
regard, from analysis of the stress distribution
changes due to humidity on single lap joints,11 the
joint strength decrease with water exposure time,12

and the effect humidity has on the stress–strain
curves and the fracture toughness of an adhesive.13

In any case, further studies are needed in this regard
because humidity influence is very important for
adhesive performance and various different types of
adhesives behave differently when in contact with
water.

In the present work, humidity’s influence on two
adhesives is experimentally investigated, including the
mass gain due to water, the effect on the stress–strain
curves and corresponding mechanical properties, how
the fracture toughness varies with humidity, and also
how the degraded properties can be predicted using a
proposed mathematical model.

Geometric study

When studying humidity, one must equate the time it
takes for water to penetrate the adhesive and degrade
the adhesive fully throughout the joint. In the case of
bulk specimens, this is not as relevant because all the
specimen surfaces are in contact with humidity and
therefore the time it will take for the specimen to sat-
urate is only related to the thickness. But when deal-
ing with adhesive joints, studied using specimens such
as single lap joints (SLJ) and double cantilever beams
(DCB), the saturation time is directly related to the
length water must travel to fully saturate the joint,
which in most cases means the width of said
specimens.

In the case of SLJs, previous works14 have studied
and defined optimised geometries for aluminium
joints exposed to water, reducing the width of
25.4mm recommended by the standard15 to 5mm,
obtaining excellent agreement of experimental and
predicted results. For DCB specimens, a previous
work was performed16 to reduce the standard defined
width of 25.4mm17 to 10mm. A geometry study was
performed to define aluminium adherends with 5mm
width (equivalent to that of Sugiman et al.14). It is
mandatory that the adherends do not reach the elastic
limit and results are comparable with those resulting
of standard specimens.

The considered aluminium alloy was 6082-T6,
which is commonly used in the railway and automo-
tive industries. Experimental characterisation of the
alloy was made using three specimens as shown in
Figure 2(c), and the resulting properties are presented
in Table 1.

The geometry of the aluminium adherends was set
to 120mm length (due to dimensional restrains
imposed by the climatic chamber were these adher-
ends may be used), a width of 5mm (to match the
thickness used in other works14 and accelerate the
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diffusion of water), and an initial crack length of
10mm (this is the critical case, as the crack length
cannot be inferior due to manufacturing difficulties
and problems applying the load). What remains to
be defined is the thickness of the adherends, where
no yielding can occur, and thus the maximum stress
may not be higher than the yield strength (Table 1).
Two different fracture toughness values were con-
sidered, 2N/mm and 4N/mm, with the objective of
visualising the effect of GIc on the maximum stress
and also to have adherends that are able to withstand
very high values of fracture toughness (4N/mm is
unusually high, thus serving as a safety factor).
Simulia ABAQUS� (Providence, RI) was used to cal-
culate the stresses in a DCB joint using the previously
mentioned geometry and properties with a bondline
thickness of 0.2mm, and the results are presented in
Figure 1. COH2D elements (with a size of 0.2mm)
were used for the adhesive layer and CPE4R (plane-
strain 4-node quadrilateral solid, reduced integration)
elements for the adherends.

It can be seen in Figure 1 that, for a GIc of 2N/mm,
even a 5mm thick adherend will be able to perform
without yielding, making it a cost effective solution

when testing adhesives with a fracture toughness
equal or below that value. For a GIc of 4N/mm the
stresses present in the adherend are naturally higher,
and thicknesses inferior to 8mm cannot be used.
Selecting a thickness of 10mm marginally increases
the used material cost and provides an extra safety
factor, thus justifying the use of such thickness for
DCB specimens studying adhesives with a fracture
toughness up to 4N/mm.

Experimental details

Adhesive characterisation

Two adhesives with distinct properties were studied
with the objective of determining a degradation law
that encompasses as many situations as possible.
Studying both a brittle and a ductile adhesive that
have very different behaviour when in contact with
water allows for a more generalized trend to be
found. The first epoxy adhesive, XNR 6852-1, sup-
plied by NAGASE CHEMTEX� (Osaka, Japan), is
a one-part system that cures at 150 �C for 3 h. It has a
linear structure, which allows greater freedom of
movement to the chains, unlike the cross-linked struc-
ture of a conventional epoxy adhesive. As a conse-
quence, this polymer has some features of
thermoplastic polymers due to the resulting linear
structure. The second adhesive is SikaPower 4720,
supplied by SIKA� (Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal).
This adhesive is a two-part system that cures at
room temperature for 24 h. Both these adhesives are
characterised in the following section.

Table 1. Experimental properties obtained for the 6082-T6

alloy.

Yield strength (MPa)

Ultimate

strength (MPa)

Strain at

failure (%)

284.1� 6.8 322.1� 4.8 15.5� 0.7

Figure 1. Maximum stress value measured in the adherend for varying thicknesses and two fracture toughness values, with a dashed

line corresponding to the yield strength of the aluminium alloy.
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Specimen geometry

To characterise the effects of humidity on adhesively
bonded aluminium joints several types of specimens
are needed. First, the diffusion of water must be mea-
sured, using bulk adhesive square plates of 60mm
sides and 2mm thickness as defined by ASTM
D955,18 shown in Figure 2(a). The adhesive bulk spe-
cimen geometry is in accordance with a previous
study16 and is shown in Figure 2(b). The characterisa-
tion of the aluminium alloy was according to ASTM
E819 subsize specimen, as shown in Figure 2(c).
Finally, the geometry of the DCB specimens, which
was determined in ‘Geometric study’ section, is shown
in Figure 2(d).

Humidity characterisation

The water diffusion on to adhesives and adhesive joints
can be modelled using Fick’s law which can then be used
to easily predict the mass of water absorbed or desorbed
as a function of time. Fick’s first law states that the flux
in x-direction (Fx) is proportional to the concentration
gradient (dC=dx), and the proportionality is defined by a
constant D called the diffusion coefficient.11 Fick’s
second law defines the non-steady state of diffusion
where diffusion will occur onto all axis, and is commonly
arranged as a function of the critical direction, such that:

dC

dt
¼ D

@2C

@x2
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Figure 2. Specimen used in this work and respective geometries: a) diffusion square plates,18 b) adhesive bulk specimens,16

c) aluminium bulk specimens19 and d) DCB specimens (dimensions in mm).
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If we assume a film of adhesive of thickness h that
is submerged in an infinite bath (water is always avail-
able to penetrate the adhesive), equation (1) has the
following solution:

Mt

M1
¼ 1�

8

�2

X1
n¼1

1

2n� 1ð Þ
2

� �
exp �

2n� 1ð Þ
2D�2

h2
t

� �

ð2Þ

Where Mt is the mass at time t and M1 is the mass
at equilibrium. Using equation (2) one can model
the mass increase due to water of an adhesive for
any instant t, with the pre-requisite of performing
experimental tests to determine both M1 and D
parameters.

When an adhesive is subjected to water, the mass
gain is linear up until the point of Mt=M1 � 0:6,9

and before this point the following relationship is
valid:

Mt

M1
¼

4
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�h
p ð3Þ

Equation (3) can then be used to determine D as a
function of the experimental details such as the total
mass at saturation M1, the time t needed to reach
Mt=M1 ¼ 0:6 and the specimen thickness h.

Testing conditions

To obtain the adhesive properties (in both dry and
wet stages) and the aluminium properties, the speci-
mens shown in Figure 2(b) and (c) were tested in an
INSTRON� model 3367 universal test machine
(Norwood, MA) with a capacity of 30 kN, at room

temperature and constant displacement rate of 1mm/
min. The stress is obtained directly from the load cell
read force divided by the test area, but the strain
required the use of an optical method, as an extens-
ometer could not be used due to the grip length of
50mm while the specimen has only 28mm of test area.
Also, in the case of adhesive bulk specimens, the
extensometer inflicts some stress concentrations
when it grips the adhesive, which can cause severe
problems especially for aged specimens which have
reduced mechanical properties.

The DCB specimens presented in Figure 2(d) were
tested in an MTS� servo hydraulic machine (Eden
Prairie, MN), using a constant displacement rate of
0.5mm/min. Both the applied load and displacement
were measured, which were then post-processed using
the Compliance-based beam method (CBBM)20 to
obtain the fracture toughness. The advantage of the
CBBM is that it makes it possible to deduce an
equivalent crack length through the application of
Timoshenko’s beam theory, eliminating the need to
constantly measure the crack visually and the inevit-
able visual errors.

Experimental results

Diffusion tests

Three specimens according to Figure 2(a) were man-
ufactured for each adhesive and dried in an oven.
They were weighed and afterwards submerged in a
recipient filled with distilled water, in a controlled
temperature environment of 32 �C. The weight of all
specimens was measured periodically, and the result-
ing Fick’s Law is shown in Figure 3, along with the
respective parameters in Table 2.

The x-axis of Figure 3 is represented as the square
root of time divided by the thickness of the specimen.

Figure 3. Experimentally measured weight increases overlaid on equation (2) results for both adhesives.
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This happens for two reasons: first, the square root of
time makes it easier to calculate the slope of the initial
linear part, which is the coefficient of diffusion;
secondly, the division by the thickness of the specimen
is to make sure the diffusion coefficient is independent
of specimen thickness (because in the manufacturing
of the water submerged bulk specimens slight differ-
ences in the thickness occur, and also different types
of specimens may have different thicknesses when
submerged in water). Both adhesives have very differ-
ent total mass uptake, with SikaPower 4720 gaining
32.5% of mass due to distilled water, while Nagase
shows an increase of 1.3%. This is a clue to the

different behaviour of each adhesive when subjected
to water, which will translate to noticeable changes
in the mechanical properties. Although SikaPower
4720 absorbs much more water than Nagase XNR
6852-1, the velocity of absorption (the diffusion coef-
ficient) is approximately five times lower than Nagase
XNR 6852-1, meaning that it takes five times more
time than Nagase XNR 6852-1 to absorb the same
amount of water.

Mechanical properties as a function of humidity

Bulk tensile tests were performed with the specimens
shown in Figure 2(b), for both adhesives in the dry
state and in various aged stages, with the objective of
determining the variation of mechanical properties as
a function of water content. Figure 4 presents the
resulting stress–strain curves for three aged stages
and the unaged state.

Figure 4 presents some interesting results. First,
the very different unaged properties of both adhesives
can be visualised, particularly the different tensile
stress and strain at failure. SikaPower 4720 is brit-
tle while Nagase XNR 6852-1 is ductile, and the
tensile strength of SikaPower is roughly half of
Nagase’s. The ageing of each adhesive is also very

Figure 4. Stress–strain curves for both adhesives in the unaged and three aged stages.

Table 2. Key properties for both adhesive’s diffusion

behaviour.

Property

Adhesive

Units

Nagase

XNR 6852-1

SikaPower

4720

Diffusion

coefficient (D)

5.02� 10�13 0.89� 10�13 (m2/s)

Mass at

equilibrium (M1)

1.3 32.5 (%)
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different: SikaPower 4720 shows a clear decrease of
tensile strength and Young’s modulus with water,
while Nagase XNR 6852-1 presents a less pronounced
decrease of tensile strength and maintains the Young’s
modulus. The strain is also increased for both adhe-
sives with water, as expected.

Prediction of properties degradation due to water

Now that various water content data is gathered, it is
possible to model a mathematical formulation to fit
the existing experimental data and make it possible to
deduce the reduction of mechanical properties for
each adhesive. Equation (4) presents the proposed
solution.

y xð Þ ¼ y0 � yf
� �

� e�x=C þ yf ð4Þ

Where y is the property being predicted, y0 is the
property value in the unaged stage, yf the value in
the fully saturated stage, x is the amount of relative
humidity present in the joint, and C is an empirical
constant that in theory would be related to each adhe-
sive. Eureqa� (Somerville, MA) was used to find an
approximation of C as a function of each adhesive
properties, which was further refined to reach the fol-
lowing definition:

C ¼
1013

2
�D �M1 ð5Þ

Figure 5 shows the result of combining Equation
(4) and (5) and applying them to the mechanical prop-
erties previously shown.

The results presented in Figure 5 show a very good
correlation between experimental values and pre-
dicted values from the equations. Furthermore, the
equation constant C changes for each adhesive but
is not dependent on the mechanical property being
predicted. In other words, the same C for Nagase
XNR 6852-1 can be used to predict the degradation
of Young’s modulus, tensile strength and also strain
at failure for that adhesive.

Fracture toughness as a function of water

Another important mechanical property of adhesive
joints is the energy they are able to absorb before
failure, usually measured through the fracture tough-
ness.21 It is expected that the fracture toughness
decreases with an increase in the water content, a
trend often seen in the literature.22,23 For these tests
the specimens shown in Figure 2(d) were used, and
Figure 6 shows the effect of humidity on the fracture
toughness of the studied adhesives. Due to the
amount of time needed to fully saturate each DCB
specimen the relative humidity was studied up to
60%, which already presents a very clear trend in deg-
radation of the fracture toughness.

A moderate decrease in the fracture toughness,
corresponding to SikaPower 4720, can be seen in
Figure 6 (top) with the increase in water content on
the joint. Because, with humidity, the maximum load
that the joint can withstand decreases, but the dis-
placement increases, the area beneath the curve
(which is directly related to the fracture toughness)
may change in either way (increase, decrease or stay
constant). In this case, it appears to decrease slightly.
A different trend, visible in Figure 6 (bottom), is exhib-
ited by Nagase XNR 6852-1, where an increase in frac-
ture toughness is evident from the unaged stage (6N/
mm) to 25% relative humidity (10N/mm). Because
Nagase XNR 6852-1 experiences very little water
absorption (see Table 2), the maximum load that the
aged joint can withstand is similar to the unaged joint.
But because the ductility of the aged joint increases,
this leads to an area beneath the load–displacement
that is higher, and thus a higher fracture toughness is
observed. This can be compared with the results of the
bulk specimens (Figure 5), where a decrease in tensile
strength is much less evident for the 25% RH Nagase
XNR 6852-1 specimens. Increasing the relative humid-
ity of Nagase XNR 6852-1 past 25% leads to a
decrease in the fracture toughness similar to the one
exhibited by SikaPower 4720.

Humidity also influences the glass transition tem-
perature (Tg) by decreasing it,24,25 and a decrease in
Tg leads to a decrease in the tensile stress the adhesive
can withstand and also an increase in ductility. In a
study on the effect of humidity on both studied adhe-
sives,26 it was found that the Tg of Nagase XNR 6852-
1 decreases by approximately 20 �C (from 120 �C to
100 �C) from the dry state to full saturation, which is a
small difference and likely to have little effect on the
results. On the other hand, SikaPower 4720 exhibits a
much higher decrease in Tg from the dry to wet stage
(from approximately 100 �C to below room tempera-
ture). This means that the fracture toughness of
SikaPower 4720 will be reduced even further due to
the drastic change in Tg, while for Nagase XNR 6852-
1 only the effect of ductility should be noticeable,
because small changes in Tg and tensile stress due to
low water absorption will not affect the maximum
load as much as SikaPower 4720. The failure surface
was cohesive in all cases.

The results presented in Figure 6 can be visualized
in such a way that a trend may be inferred, as shown
in Figure 7.

The presented equation is a polynomial formula,
and the relevant constants were determined using
the same methodology and software as described in
‘Prediction of properties degradation due to water’
section. The constants all depend on each adhesive’s
mechanical properties in the dry state (for example,
the fracture toughness, tensile strength, etc.) and on
Fick’s law parameters (see Table 2), but due to their
complexity are not presented here. The maximum
deviation between the experimental value and the
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value predicted by the formula is 0.09N/mm (for
SikaPower 4720 at 60% RH, which still falls within
the standard deviation), which is considered in excel-
lent agreement with the experimental data.

The difference between the formulas presented in
Figure 5 and Figure 7 may be explained by the differ-
ent mechanisms of water ingress in the distinct speci-
mens: in bulk specimens water penetrates much
quicker because all specimen sides are exposed,
while for DCB specimens only a small fraction of
the adhesive is exposed to water, which has an effect
on the velocity of water penetration, thus degrading
the properties in a different manner.

Conclusions

The degrading influence of different humidity levels
on the various properties of adhesive joints was deter-
mined. Mass uptake experimental tests were per-
formed and two very distinct adhesive behaviours
were found: Nagase XNR 6852-1 absorbs a very
little amount of water when submerged compared
with SikaPower 4720 (1.3% and 32.5% respectively),
which is a desirable property in an adhesive, because
less water content translates to smaller decreases in
the mechanical properties of an adhesive. But
although Nagase XNR 6852-1 is preferable in terms
of total mass increase, SikaPower 4720 absorbs water
roughly five times more slowly than Nagase XNR

6852-1 (the diffusion coefficients are 0.89� 10�13 m2/s
and 5.02� 10�13 m2/s respectively), which can be con-
sidered a safety factor because there is more time to
detect and fix issues in a structural joint that uses an
adhesive with slower water absorption velocity.
Regarding the mechanical properties, the decrease in
both Young’s modulus and tensile strength of Nagase
XNR 6852-1 was much less evident than the decrease
of SikaPower 4720, as seen in Figure 5, which is
related to the fact that Nagase absorbs much less
water. Evident in Figure 5 is a new proposed math-
ematical equation that presents a very good correl-
ation between experimental data of degraded
properties and the predicted values. Furthermore,
the equation was written in terms of adhesive proper-
ties and water uptake coefficients, signalling that
it should be capable of predicting not only the proper-
ties of the studied adhesives but others as well.
In terms of fracture toughness degradation due to
water, SikaPower 4720 shows a decrease in GIc with
an increase of humidity, while Nagase XNR 6852-1
exhibits an increase of GIc initially when water is pre-
sent in the adhesive, but then decreases as well with
increasing humidity. This is in accordance to what is
expected: humidity is known to reduce the maximum
load the joint can withstand, but that effect is com-
pensated with the increase in displacement before fail-
ure, and thus the area beneath the curve (which is
related to the fracture toughness) can vary in a way

Figure 5. Prediction of mechanical properties using the proposed mathematical equation.
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Figure 6. R-curves for SikaPower 4720 (top) and Nagase XNR 6852-1 (bottom) in the unaged and aged stages, with the plateau

corresponding to each curve shown as a dotted line.

Figure 7. Fracture toughness values for both the studied adhesives as a function of humidity content, overlaid with a proposed

formula for prediction of said properties.
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specific to each adhesive. The presented results will be
very useful to understand further investigations made
into humidity effects on adhesive joints, such as the
fatigue behaviour.
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Abstract 
The present work focuses on the effects of water degradation on the 
fatigue behaviour of adhesive joints bonded with aluminium ad-
herends. The objective of this study is to measure the influence that 
humidity has on the fatigue crack growth velocity of two distinct 
adhesives characterized using the Paris Law, using double cantilever 
beam (DCB) specimens in unaged and various aged conditions 
loaded in mode I in order to understand the influence that water 
content has on the Paris Law constants. It was found that the slope 
of the Paris Law curve is not heavily changed with the presence of 
water, but a shift in the curves does occur, generally resulting in a 
crack initiating at a lower threshold than in the unaged adhesive. 
Based on this behaviour, it can be concluded that an increase in 
water content reduces the fatigue joint strength and lifespan of ad-
hesive joints bonded with the studied adhesives. 
 
Keywords 
fatigue, environment, humidity, Paris Law. 

 
 
Effect of Humidity on The Fatigue Behaviour  
of Adhesively Bonded Aluminium Joints 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Adhesion technology is increasingly more studied and implemented in various industries, such as the 
automotive and aeronautical, in order to solve some problems related to the traditional methods of 
bonding (bolting, riveting, welding, and others). For the automotive industry, adhesives are increas-
ingly more applied both in the assembly of supplementary elements (inside cladding, rubber joints, 
windows and windscreens) as in structural applications (Pizzi and Mittal 2003). These adhesives are 
then subjected to humidity due to the various places vehicles may exist in, and are also subjected to 
fatigue solicitations (driving through holes, hills, even driving in a simple road will cyclically load the 
structure of a car).  Aeronautical joints were the pioneers of adhesive bonding, where both structural 
and sealing capacities are desired, each with distinct stiffness and mechanical requirements, resulting 
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in incredible structural efficiency and durability present in some aircrafts that could not have been 
achieved with conventional riveted structures (Hart-Smith 2011). Airplanes experience environments 
with distinct humidity conditions, and are also subjected to cyclic loads (with higher intensity at 
take-off and landing, but also during flight).  Both these industries, and others, are not only concerned 
with adhesion effectiveness but also with weight efficient structures, which are essential for optimising 
fuel consumption. As such, aluminium and composites components are often employed and bonded 
with adhesive, therefore achieving maximum weight reduction. The growing availability of a variety 
of new materials and significant advances in bonding technology have allowed engineers to trust 
adhesive joints as a viable alternative to other joining techniques. Because of this, the study and 
understanding of adhesives has never been more pertinent. 

Expanding on the humidity and fatigue remarks made before, adhesive joints are, in many situ-
ations and industries, exposed to severe environment conditions during their lifetime that will weaken 
the adhesive properties as well as the bond strength, thus losing the ability to maintain a good 
adhesion (Katnam et al. 2010). For both aeronautical and automotive applications, the majority of 
adhesive-bonded components are exposed to moist air, with varying humidity and temperature 
throughout the year and location. When the relative humidity (RH) is high over a period of time, the 
strength and fatigue performance of the joint will gradually decline (Wang et al. 2013). Furthermore, 
environmental conditions may have an indirect impact on an adhesive joint, for example if they 
influence the adherend (by thermal expansion of a metal adherend or humidity infiltration in a com-
posite adherend) or the interface between adherend and adhesive.  

If we focus on humidity, water diffusion on to an adhesive joint can happen through the adhesive, 
the adhesive-adherend interface and by cracks or flaws in the adhesive. There are some phenomena 
responsible for the water degradation of a joint, which are: plasticisation, swelling, hydrolysis or 
cracking of the adhesive, degradation or change of the interface resulting in loss of adhesion, and 
corrosion of the substrate. Even though water can negatively affect the adhesive properties, the main 
factor in the weakening of joints is the water attack on the interface, which causes the most damage 
and leads to degradation and loss of adhesion between the adhesive and the adherends. The charac-
terisation of humidity’s influence on an adhesive is made using Fick’s law, which represents the mass 
gain of a specimen as a function of submersion time, and as a result two parameters can be defined: 
the diffusion coefficient (related to the speed of water penetration) and the mass at equilibrium (the 
final mass of the specimen when total water saturation is achieved). Adhesives can exhibit two distinct 
Fickian behaviours: single Fick and dual Fick. Single Fick is represented by a linear initial behaviour 
(whose slope is the diffusion coefficient) that eventually stabilizes when saturation is achieved, unlike 
dual Fick adhesives which have two consecutive and distinct linear stages (therefore they have two 
diffusion coefficients) and only after the second stage is saturation achieved. In theory, specimen 
thickness should not influence the behaviour of water or the parameters of Fick’s law, a notion pos-
tulated by Fujita (1961) who suggested that sorption with different film thicknesses superimpose on 
a plot of Mt/M∞ against √ /  (where Mt/M∞ is the mass gain, √  is the square root of submersion 

time and e is the film thickness), but recent studies have found that adhesives which exhibit dual 
Fick behaviour shift to single Fick with an increase in specimen thickness (Loh et al. 2005). Temper-
ature is also known to affect the Fickian behaviour of an adhesive, as an increase in temperature leads 
to an higher coefficient of diffusion, although the mass at equilibrium remaining the same (Rodrigues 
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et al. 2016. Submitted). This is useful to reach saturation faster in experimental tests, although care 
must be taken so the test temperature is well below the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the 
adhesive. 

As mentioned before, aluminium structures are very interesting for structural applications, but 
the interface between aluminium-adhesive is severely weakened when subjected to moisture. To coun-
teract this effect, surface treatments such as acid etching and phosphoric acid anodising are manda-
tory for structural joints that rely on aluminium components. Interestingly, the pioneering industries 
in the use of adhesively bonded weight efficient structures using aluminium joints were the ones that 
developed surface treatments, notably Boeing who patented the phosphoric acid anodising (PAA) 
treatment in 1978 (Marceau et al. 1978). The issue of bonding adhesives to aluminium adherends 
gave rise to various types of surface treatments being investigated and developed, such as chromic 
acid anodizing (CAA), chromic acid etching (CAE), sulphuric acid anodization (SAA), the aforemen-
tioned PAA, and others. Under static conditions the effect of the surface treatment is not extremely 
felt, for example in the case of a lap shear strength test performed by Briskham and Smith (2000) 
were the PAA treated joint exhibited a 25 MPa strength compared to 21 MPa by the simply abraded 
joint. The true benefit has been shown in various works (Briskham and Smith 2000, Lefebvre et al. 
2002, Fernando et al. 1996, Kinloch et al. 2000, Abel et al. 2006) to happen under fatigue conditions 
where PAA joints have proved to be the superior surface treatment for the various conditions studied 
by the authors. As a result, PAA is the optimal treatment to apply in adhesive bonds subjected to 
environment, especially those that are subjected to fatigue (Costa et al. 2016. Submitted). 

When studying fatigue, two approaches may be taken: establishing S-N curves, where joints are 
tested under varying stresses and/or environments until failure and plotted in a diagram to determine 
the expected fatigue life, or Paris Law curves, which measure the crack growth velocity of an adhesive 
under different environments. Both are useful and have consequently been studied by various authors, 
although not as much as would be expected (Costa et al. 2016. Submitted). As a result, results exist 
but do not always paint a clear picture on what happens to an aged joint (Costa et al. 2016. 
Submitted).  

Paris Law, which is the fatigue approach studied in this work, consists on the cyclical solicitation 
of a joint, which is then subjected to periodic measurements of crack length. Simply put, this leads 
to information on the various crack dimensions at specific cycles, which is then used to obtain the 
variation of the crack length through the entire test. How that variation is obtained depends on the 
method selected, and ASTM E647 (2000)defines two: the secant method and the polynomial method. 
With this information the Paris Law may be obtained, as is shown in Figure 1. 

Paris Law consists of three regions: the first (Zone 1) where crack initiation occurs, the second 
(Zone 2) where stable crack propagation happens, and lastly Zone 3 where failure of the joint takes 
place. Zone 2 is the key area, where a line (after logarithmic axis are applied) can be obtained and 
two constants obtained: m, the slope, and C, the intersection of the line with the y-axis. A bigger 
value for m (maintaining C) would translate in a crack that propagates more quickly, while a higher 
C (maintaining m) means that the crack propagates by a larger length each time, although at the 
same speed.  

Although studying fatigue, the static mechanical properties are also important. They need to be 
obtained to define the fatigue loading (for example, maximum fatigue load is 60% of maximum static 
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load), and also are needed to help justify the fatigue differences between aged stages (for example, if 
the ductility increases a lot from 40% to 60% RH, we may expect that the crack propagation speed 
decreases for those same stages) and between different adhesives. 

In the present work, humidity’s influence on the fatigue properties of two adhesives is experimen-
tally investigated, including the mass gain due to water and the effect on the Paris Law curves and 
corresponding constants. 
 

 

Figure 1: Representation of the Paris Law for adhesive joints. 

 
2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1 Adhesive Characterization 

Two adhesives with distinct properties were studied with the objective of determining the fatigue 
behaviour degradation due to humidity for distinct conditions. The first epoxy adhesive, XNR 6852-
1, supplied by NAGASE CHEMTEX® (Osaka, Japan), is a one-part system that cures at 150 °C for 
3 hours. It has a linear structure, which allows greater freedom of movement to the chains, unlike the 
cross-linked structure of a conventional epoxy adhesive. As a consequence, this polymer has some 
features of thermoplastic polymers due to the resulting linear structure. The second adhesive is Si-
kaPower 4720, supplied by SIKA® (Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal). The tensile properties of each 
adhesive and the fracture toughness (GIC have been determined in a previous work (Costa et al. 2016) 

and are reproduced in Table 1.  
 

Adhesive 
Young’s Modulus 

(MPa) 
Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 
Strain at 

failure (%) 
GIC (N/mm) 

NagaseXNR 6852-1 2095 ± 120.8 61.88 ± 1.64 15.99 ± 7.66 5.89 ± 0.62 

SikaPower 4750 2030.9 ± 86.7 31.41 ± 1.41 3.45 ± 0.55 1.58 ± 0.18 

Table 1: -Mechanical properties of each adhesive for the unaged state (Costa et al. 2016). 
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Moisture absorption tests have also been performed to determine the behaviour of each adhesive 
when submerged in water (Costa et al. 2016), which was modelled using Fick’s law. The diffusion 
coefficient (D) and mass at equilibrium (M∞) for each adhesive are reproduced in Table 2. 
 

Adhesive 
Diffusion coefficient 

(m2/s) 
Mass at equilibrium 

(%) 

Nagase XNR 6852-1 5.02 × 10-13 1.3 

SikaPower 4750 0.89 × 10-13 32.5 

Table 2: Fick's law coefficients for both studied adhesives (Costa et al. 2016). 

 
The remaining needed adhesive information is how they degrade when in contact with water. The 

fatigue behaviour will be studied and presented in this paper, but the static behaviour will also be 
necessary to aid in the discussion of results. The degradation of each mechanical property presented 
in Table 1 has been determined (Costa et al. 2016), and a handy formula was established to find the 
value of the property as a function of the relative humidity content. The formula for Young’s modulus, 
tensile strength and strain is the following: 
 

∗ exp
10 2⁄ ⋅ ⋅

 (1)

 
Where y is the mechanical property being predicted, y0 is the property value in the unaged stage, 

yf the value in the fully saturated stage, RH is the percentage value of relative humidity present in 

the joint (0 ≤ RH ≤ 100), and both D and M∞ are the Fick’s law coefficients already presented in 
Table 2 for each adhesive. The formula for the fracture toughness is not so simple and as such is not 
presented here. Nonetheless, the values themselves are available in (Costa et al. 2016) for examination 
if desired. 
 
2.2 Specimen Geometry 

To characterise the effects of humidity on the fatigue response of adhesively bonded aluminium joints 
reduced double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens were used as shown in Figure 2. Themainpurpose 
of suchspecimenisthereduction of thewidth of theadhesivelayer (5 mm in the case of Figure 2 and 25.4 
mm for the standard DCB specimens (ASTM 1999)) due to the fact that humidity takes a long time 
to ingress into the adhesive layer, and thus the level of joint saturation (relative humidity) progresses 
much slower the thicker the width, as illustrated in Figure 3. Reduction of the length of the specimen 
(120 mm) is also desirable so that the specimens can be fully immersed in the available flasks and 
furthermore fit inside the environmental test chamber (so that in future studies temperature may also 
be studied). Care must be taken so that the reduction of dimensions results in results comparable to 
those of the standard DCB, and to that effect previous studies have been published (Costa et al. 
2015). 
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Figure 2: Reduced DCB specimen dimensions used for mode I tests: a) specimen used with the SikaPower  

4720 adhesive, b) specimen used with the Nagase XNR 6852-1 adhesive (dimensions in mm). 

 
Figure 2 shows two identical types of reduced DCB specimens, the only difference between them 

being substrate thickness (in one case 5 mm, and in the other 10 mm). This is the case because a 
preliminary optimised specimen (Figure 2 a)) was defined under the assumption of ≅ 2 N/mm, 
which was based on the fact that both SikaPower 4720 and Nagase XNR 6852 (the previous version 
of the adhesive studied in this work – note the absence of “-1” in the designation) had a  inferior 
or around 2 N/mm (as published in (Saldanha et al. 2013) for Nagase XNR 6852). After specimen 
manufacturing, immersion and testing it was noticed that while the SikaPower 4720 specimens be-
haved as expected, Nagase XNR 6852-1 specimens experienced adherend deformation. The fracture 
toughness tests were performed after this happened, which showed that Nagase XNR 6852-1 had a 
higher  as shown in Table 1. Because of this a new geometry was defined to avoid plastic defor-
mation of the aluminium adherends, as seen in Figure 2 b). All the Nagase XNR 6852-1 specimens 
were manufactured according to this geometry, and the 5 mm thickness geometry was maintained for 
the SikaPower 4720 adhesive (both because of the much longer time needed to saturate the adhesive, 
as seen in Figure 3, and the fact that several specimens were already submerged and replacing them 
all would delay the results for SikaPower 4720 for several months). 
 
2.3 Manufacture and Testing Procedures 

To obtain the final testable specimen, the following stages had to be followed: application of surface 
treatment to the aluminum adherends, DCB specimen manufacturing, specimen ageing and finally 
experimental testing. 

The applied surface treatment was phosphoric acid anodizing (PAA), which is the standard sur-
face preparation for aluminum bonds. PAA has positive results under static conditions and excellent 
results under fatigue conditions (more details can be found in (Costa et al. 2016. Submitted) which 
reviews various surface treatments for aluminum joints under different conditions). PAA is defined 
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by ASTM D3933 (ASTM 2010), and as such the procedure detailed in the standard was followed. 
After application of the surface treatment, the adherends were kept in a contamination-free environ-
ment and used for specimen manufacturing between 8 to 24 hours after PAA application. DCB spec-
imen manufacturing was conducted in a custom aluminum mold (to account for the thermal expansion 
of the aluminum if curing at high temperature and avoid the creation of residual stresses in the joints) 
and conducted at the temperature and during the time required by each adhesive in a INTOCO® 
(Staverton, United Kingdom) hot-plates press under 2 MPa hydrostatic pressure. After manufacturing 
the excess adhesive was removed. Specimen ageing was performed under full immersion in distilled 
water at 32 °C in a MMM® (Munich, Germany) Friocell environmental chamber. Experimental 
testing was performed in a MTS® (Minnesota, USA) servo-hydraulic machine under constant load 
control.  
 

 

Figure 3: Comparison between saturation times for 5mm and 25mm thicknesses using both adhesives. 

 
Three specimens were first tested under static conditions to obtain the fracture toughness of the 

adhesive (results published in (Costa et al. 2016)). A side result of such tests was the static failure 
load (for each adhesive and aged state), which was then used to determine the fatigue parameters. 
The maximum fatigue load was set to 60% of the static failure load, the frequency was 1 Hz and a 
ratio of 0.1 was imposed. At least 5 specimens were then tested under fatigue, with the objective of 
confirming the behavior beyond doubt (fatigue results have a certain associated uncertainty, which 
could be worsened with) and guaranteeing no further tests are needed (which would require new 
specimen manufacturing and as such a long time to obtain new results). In each test the applied load 
and measured displacement were recorded for each cycle. The crack length was obtained using the 
Compliance-based beam method (CBBM) (de Moura et al. 2008, Fernández et al. 2011), which uses 
the specimen compliance (determined using the recorded load and displacement) and has the ad-
vantage of making it possible to deduce an equivalent crack length through the application of Timo-
shenko’s beam theory, eliminating the need to constantly measure the crack visually and the inevita-
ble visual errors.  
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Figure 4 shows the raw result of a fatigue test, in this case under a constant load of 120 N, and 
respective data treatment. Regarding the load-displacement plot, there are three regions: the first 
part, between 0 and approximately 100 cycles, where the load has not yet, the second section where 
the load is maintained at the target value and the displacement can be seen to steadily progress in a 
controlled manner, and finally a third region where unsteady crack growth happens and as such the 
load can no longer be maintained and the displacement increases abruptly until specimen failure. 
Through the CBBM method the raw load-displacement data can be used to obtain the equivalent 
crack length, as pictured in Figure 4 (bottom left), and the maximum strain energy release rate 
(Gmax), therefore resulting in all the necessary data to calculate the Paris Law (Figure 4 bottom 

right). ASTM E647 (ASTM 2000) defines two methods for obtaining the Paris Law: secant method 
and incremental polynomial method. The latter is more useful for visual measures of the crack length 
during testing, which will naturally have some errors and as such the method smooths out such errors. 
The secant method is simpler and, because CBBM already calculates an equivalent crack length, such 
smoothing is inherent to CBBM and as such the secant method was used in this work. 
 

 

Figure 4: Example of experimental fatigue test: raw load-displacement data direct from machine (top), equivalent  

crack length as a function of cycles (bottom left), and respective Paris Law representation (bottom right). 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Crack Growth Velocity 

Based on the previously presented adhesive moisture absorption data, DCB specimens were taken 
out of water at specific instances chosen such that the average relative humidity through the joint 
represented specific values of saturation such as 25% RH, 40%, etc. The results of the unaged state 
compared with three aged states for both adhesives are presented in Figure 5. 
 

 

Figure 5: Crack growth velocity as a function of relative humidity:  

Nagase XNR 6852-1 (top), SikaPower 4720 (bottom). 
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For the Nagase XNR 6852-1 adhesive, the results are within what was expected as it is the 
behaviour usually reported in the literature: an increase of relative humidity translates to a shift in 
the upper direction of the stable crack propagation part of the Paris Law, which implies that the 
crack propagates at the same velocity (slope of the line, , is more or less constant) but starts 
propagating sooner (Gth appears to decrease with an increase of RH, meaning the crack initiates 

propagation sooner). Specifically regarding the slope, it can be seen that although visually it appears 
constant, in reality the values in the equation increase with an increase of RH, although very slightly. 
This makes sense if we consider that the diffusion behaviour of Nagase XNR 6852-1 consists on low 
mass gain due to water absorption (fully saturates at 1.3%), and thus such a small variation of the 
slope is not taken into account. 

Regarding SikaPower 4720 the situation is not as clear. Although up to 40% RH the behaviour 
is consistent with the previously exposed notion that an increase in relative humidity shifts the Paris 
Law upward, for 60% RH the line shifted to the right and the slope increased, effectively signifying 
that the propagation occurs at a higher velocity (expected), and that the crack starts to propagate at 
a later Gth (which would mean a 60% RH is good to delay crack initiation). This last detail is contra-

dictory with all the previous results, but may be explained due to the huge mass gain experienced by 
SikaPower 4720 when in contact with water (a 32.5% increase in mass when fully saturated). Si-
kaPower 4720 experiences, when fully saturated, prominent swelling when compared with Nagase 
XNR 6852-1, as visible in Figure 6, and also attains a rubbery behaviour when handled manually 
unlike in the unaged state. 
 

 

Figure 6: Swelling comparison of both adhesives in the saturated stage. 

 
Such swelling and changes in physical behaviour (rubbery state) may imply hydrolysis and chem-

ical degradation of the adhesive, which explains why the crack propagation velocity is higher. Re-
garding a later Gth than expected, the swelling and increase in ductility (when compared to the unaged 

and early aged stages) may contribute to extra microscopic obstruction to crack initiation, such as 
wider voids and water particles absorbing energy, therefore delaying crack initiation. Finally, the glass 
transition temperature (Tg) of the adhesives in the saturated stage (Viana et al. 2016. Submitted) 

may offer the final explanation: while in the unaged stage Nagase XNR 6852-1 and SikaPower 4720 
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have a Tg of 120 °C and 100 °C respectively, in the saturated stage Nagase XNR 6852-1 drops to 

100 °C and SikaPower 4720 drops to below room temperature. This has two major consequences: first 
that there is major degradation of the adhesive due to water, and secondly that the drop from 100 °C 
at 0% RH to below room temperature at 100% implies that at some stage in-between 0% and 100% 
RH we begin testing the adhesive at a temperature above its Tg. It is estimated that at around 40% 

RH the Tg of SikaPower 4720 reaches the ageing temperature and therefore will have its physical 

properties changed completely, which would certainly explain the change in fatigue behaviour of 
SikaPower 4720 after that relative humidity value. 

Comparing between both adhesives further interesting aspects arise: we see that Nagase XNR 
6852-1 has a much slower crack propagation velocity (an m value of around 1.2 when compared to 
SikaPower which is roughly double), and combining that with the evidence that it absorbs much less 
water (Table 2), has its mechanical properties barely degraded when in contact with water (Costa et 
al. 2016), and its fatigue behaviour is more predictable and consistent (Figure 5) makes Nagase XNR 
6852-1 an appealing adhesive for long-term applications. 
 
3.2 Prediction of Paris Law Constants 

To further compare the fatigue behaviour between both adhesives and in an effort to develop predic-
tion tools for such behaviour, the slope (m) and y-axis intersection (C) values of the Paris Law for all 
the presented situations was analysed. The behaviour of each variable appears to grow in a quadratic 
manner with an increase in relative humidity, and as such the following prediction equation was 
postulated: 
 

⋅  (2)
 

The idea of Equation 2 is that it is valid for both Paris Law variables and also for both adhesives, 
and as such the constant K must be determined as dependent on both adhesive properties. Following 
the same notion as presented in Equation (1) and used in other works (Costa et al. 2016), we postu-
lated that the Fick’s Law parameters should be essential to the prediction, and have arrived at the 
following formulation for K: 
 

2
3
⋅ 10 ⋅ ⋅  (3)

 

By combining Equation 3 with 2 and applying it to both Paris Law parameters results in the 
behaviour shown in Figure 7 (top and middle), where the experimental points are also overlaid to aid 
the comparison with the predicted values. The Tg of both adhesives as a function of relative humidity 

is also presented in Figure 7 (bottom), with further details about the method and results published 
elsewhere (Viana et al. 2016. Submitted). Two critical areas are shown in the Tg results, which are 

confined by the temperatures 20 ºC and 32.5 ºC, representing room temperature and ageing temper-
ature, respectively, because when the Tg decreases below such temperatures a drastic change in prop-

erties and response may be expected. 
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Figure 7: Experimental Paris Law values for both adhesives as a function of relative humidity overlaid  

on the predicted values obtained using Equation 2 and 3 (top and middle), Tg of both  

adhesives as a function of relative humidity (Viana et al. 2016. Submitted) (bottom). 

 
Various interesting effects are now easier to visualize: there is a clear shift away from the expected 

values for SikaPower 4720 after 40% RH, a behaviour consistent with the fact that its Tg fall below 

ageing temperature at that point, while Nagase XNR 6852-1 behaves precisely as expected due to its 
Tg being comfortably above the ageing and testing temperature. Another remark is that the exact 

same equation accurately predicts the behaviour of both Paris Law parameters for both adhesives 
(while operating below Tg) through the determination of a universal constant (Equation 3) that is 

dependent on the Fick’s Law parameters of each adhesive. Finally, we can infer the future Paris Law 
values at a higher relative humidity content due to the good correlation between experimental and 
predicted values. In future works this will be confirmed, especially for SikaPower 4720 where it will 
be interesting to see how the behaviour evolves due to it being tested above its Tg, and also see how 

this prediction equation applies to other adhesives. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

Two epoxy adhesives had their fatigue response studied due to varying degrees of water content, 
which resulted in crack growth curves that evolve in a predictable manner when the relative humidity 
content changes. Nagase XNR 6852-1 was expected to experience small changes in the crack growth 
curves with increasing humidity due to its very stable behaviour when submerged in water, which 
was confirmed in the experimental Paris Law curves. SikaPower 4720 was expected to have its fatigue 
behaviour change in a more accentuated manner due to its much larger water absorption parameters 
(32.5% mass increase when saturated compared to 1.2% for Nagase XNR 6852-1, an increase of over 
27 times), which also happened, but the behaviour was not as predictable as Nagase XNR 6852-1 due 
to the fact that the Tg of SikaPower 4720 decreases drastically with an increase of relative humidity. 

Based on the experimental data, an equation is proposed which fits the behaviour of both adhesives 
(while they are away from Tg) and produces results very close to the experimental values. In the 

future the authors hope to apply this prediction to other adhesives. 
The study of changes in the fatigue response on adhesively bonded joints due to varying degrees 

of relative humidity is an important step in understanding how joints will behave in the long-term, 
and although there is already some data on the subject it is not enough to draw clear conclusions 
(Costa et al. 2016. Submitted), which the authors believe this work tries to help in. 
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Abstract

A robust �nite element is proposed, based on the cohesive zone model approach and implemented as a user

element, for the modelling of adhesively bonded joints subjected to degradation by humidity and fatigue using

software ABAQUS
r
. Functionality included in this element that is not available using standard cohesive

zone elements includes: (a) various types of traction-separation laws, such as triangular with exponential

softening, trapezoidal and exponential, (b) an intuitive and easy to use graphical interface built in MATLAB

that helps visualize all traction-separation laws, create the mesh, run the simulation and visualize the results,

(c) custom degradation laws for both humidity and fatigue which allow the user to easily model the e�ects of

said degrading parameters. It is shown that the trapezoidal traction-separation law is the most appropriate

to model the experimental data in both unaged and aged specimens. The proposed fatigue degradation

approach correctly predicts the number of cycles until failure of all unaged and aged conditions, thus proving

itself as a very useful tool capable of modelling a vast array of experimental conditions and details that

adhesive joints are subjected to in real world applications.

Keywords: Cohesive zone model, traction-separation law, �nite element analysis, humidity, fatigue,

environmental degradation.

1. Introduction

Adhesive joints are being increasingly used in structures mainly due to their attractive strength to weight

ratio, which leads to an overall reduction in weight, costs and, in the case of industries such as the automotive

and aeronautical, emissions [1]. Due to the prevalence of adhesive joints in critical structures, precise exper-

imental [2] and numerical methodologies [3] must be developed to characterise and predict joint behaviour

for both static and cyclic conditions, while also evaluating the e�ect that environmental factors may have in

a joint. Experimentally, temperature and humidity may be applied to standardized specimens such as bulk

and double cantilever beams (DCBs) to obtain both static and cyclic behaviour, but numerical prediction of

said phenomena is still not fully understood.
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Since the introduction of the cohesive zone model (CZM) concept [4] and its application to �nite elements

[5], adhesive joints have frequently adopted CZM to model the adhesive layer because of its ability to model

delamination. CZM relates the stresses in the material with the relative displacement between adjacent nodes

(by using traction-separation laws) and provides an easy to implement methodology that provides accurate

results [6]. Some adhesive properties are used to build the traction-separation law (such as the tensile/shear

stresses and fracture toughness), which provides limits related to what the speci�c material can withstand

before failing. Various types of traction-separation laws exist: the simplest one being the triangular law,

implemented in ABAQUS
r
and used in most numerical simulations, trapezoidal law, exponential law, and

some more complex types of laws [7, 8]. To use these more complex CZM laws in ABAQUS
r
, one must go

through some trouble as they are not directly implemented, thus the information of the damage variable as a

function of displacement must �rst be created [9] (using external routines coded in, for example, MATLAB

or python) and only then inserted in ABAQUS
r
, adding some complexity to the procedure.

The presence of humidity in a joint in�uences the material parameters, thus to model joints degraded by

humidity using CZM the traction-separation law parameters must be adapted accordingly. This is normally

done manually for each degradation test, where the CZM parameters are input already a�ected by the level

of humidity (taken from experimental tests) [10, 11], while other approaches consist in using ABAQUS
r

material degradation subroutines to model moisture degradation [12].

Approaches for fatigue analysis using CZM generally opt for progressively applying damage to the element

using a custom formulation to mimic fatigue degradation, which is in itself based on experimental details.

The vast majority of fatigue implementations using the CZM approach update the damage variable as a

function of several fatigue cycles for each iteration, controlling the number of cycles evaluated by each

numerical jump [13, 14, 15, 16], while few opt for a cycle-by-cycle approach [17, 18] which becomes very

computationally intensive and not bene�cial in terms of results. Generally, all approaches for modelling

fatigue follow some kind of complex mathematical model, while works that are based on simple relationships

derived from experimental data are scarce.

The objective of this work is to provide a robust and complete �nite element based on the CZM approach

that corrects various of the previously mentioned problems. By incorporating several types of traction-

separation laws such as trapezoidal and exponential, the need for complex workarounds to determine the

tabular representation of the CZM is eliminated. Modelling of joints degraded with humidity is also integrated

in the element by using a general law for degradation of the properties as a function of the humidity content,

thus avoiding manual tweaking of the CZM parameters to �t a speci�c humidity concentration. Finally,

modelling fatigue is also taken into account, by using simple relationships that are obtained using experimental

data, thus guaranteeing reproducibility of the results. The proposed �nite element is based on the cohesive

zone model approach and coded in FORTRAN for use in ABAQUS
r
, with the �nal aim of providing robust

results by using relatively simple formulations for element degradation. This paper is structured in the

following way: section 2 presents everything related to the formulation, from the base �nite element code
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to the equations implemented in each CZM law and degradation behaviours for humidity and fatigue, while

section 3 focuses on the MATLAB developed interface, followed by section 4 which compares experimental

data with numerical results while discussing all results, and �nally the conclusions are drawn.

2. Formulation

2.1. Finite element method

The �nite element method (FEM) summarily consists in studying a domain of arbitrary complexity by

discretizing it in several sub-domains called elements, calculating the displacement su�ered by each element

as a function of the applied loads/boundary conditions, and then combining the information from all elements

into the whole model. Mathematically, FEM consists in solving equation:

[k] · {d} = {f} (1)

where [k] is the sti�ness matrix (constructed as a function of the material parameters), {d} is the dis-

placements vector (to be determined by FEM) and {f} is the external forces vector (where the applied forces

are considered). The cohesive zone model (CZM) approach, used in delamination problems, is based on

traction-separation laws, which correlate the stress existing in a speci�c point of the bond as a function of

the displacement that point is subjected to. When using CZM in FEM, [k] and {f} from Equation 1 are

de�ned as:

[k] = w · [B]T · [Td] · [B]

{f} = w · [B]T · {T}
(2)

where w is the width of the element, [B] is the global displacement�separation relation matrix (de�ned

further ahead), and both {T} and [Td] are a vector and matrix, respectively, in which the traction-separation

law considerations are included, such that each traction-separation law type (see Figure 1) will have di�ering

{T} and [Td] formulations.
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Figure 1: Various traction-separation laws: (a) triangular, (b) triangular with non-linear softening, (c) trapezoidal with non-

constant plateau, (d) exponential.

{T} and [Td] may be de�ned, for mode I loadings in the local coordinate system (see Figure 2), as:

{T} =





0

t(d)



 [Td] =


 0 0

0 t′(d)


 (3)
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where t(d) corresponds to the equation that de�nes the CZM law under consideration, see Figure 1. Thus

de�ning {T} and [Td] allows for modelling any desired CZM shape. Various types of curves can be considered,

as seen in Figure 1, and di�erent types of relationships are usually associated with di�erent situations and

selected as a function of either geometry or adhesive properties. For example, the simple triangular shape is

often used with brittle adhesives, as the results are usually very satisfactory for these situations, while the

trapezoidal shape is recommended when studying ductile adhesives due to the added plateau of the curve

which helps modelling the ductile fracture of those types of adhesives.

2.2. Cohesive element

Basic FEM concepts such as number of nodes, shape functions and matrices must be de�ned for the

developed cohesive element. Figure 2 shows a portion of a DCB specimen with the location where the

proposed element should be used, together with a representation of the element.
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Figure 2: Section of a discretized DCB specimen (exaggerated height of the adhesive layer for easier visualization) and detail of

the cohesive zone element in both global (x, y) and local (ξ, η) coordinates.

Figure 2 shows the element in two di�erent coordinate systems: global, which are the original coordinates

of each node (related to the rest of the model), and local, which is a coordinate system speci�cally for the

element. An element with 4 nodes was chosen, and in standard 4 noded elements 4 shape functions should be

chosen. In reality, in cohesive elements, the height is considered null (ely = 0mm), thus only shape functions

for nodes 1/4 and 2/3 are needed, as the same function applies to both nodes at a speci�c ξ coordinate:

N1,4 =
1

2
(1− ξ) ; N2,3 =

1

2
(1 + ξ) (4)

It should be noted that 4 nodes were selected as a starting step and the element may be further improved

to support additional nodes (such as 6 or 8 nodes), which will help with big models with a high number of

total elements (reducing the number of cohesive elements will increase the speed of the simulation and reduce

computational time).

Matrix [N ] can now be built, which represents the matrix of the shape functions, using the information

from Equation 4, such that:

[N ] =


 N1,4 0 N2,3 0 N2,3 0 N1,4 0

0 N1,4 0 N2,3 0 N2,3 0 N1,4


 (5)
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And matrix [B], which represents the global displacement�separation relation matrix, is de�ned by:

[B] = [R][N ] =


 cos(α) sin(α)

−sin(α) cos(α)




 N1,4 0 N2,3 0 N2,3 0 N1,4 0

0 N1,4 0 N2,3 0 N2,3 0 N1,4


 (6)

Where [R] represents the transformation matrix from global to local coordinates, and α is the angle between

said coordinate systems (see Figure 2). With this matrix de�ned, all information needed to calculate Equation

2 is obtained as well as a fully working �nite element code.

2.3. Traction-separation laws

2.3.1. Pre-de�ned types of traction-separation laws

As mentioned above, de�ning {T} and [Td] (Equation 3) is dependent on the formulation of each type of

traction-separation law. Table 1 summarizes how ti(d), t′i(d) and Gi are de�ned for each zone i of each CZM,

i.e. the number of distinct separations dictated by di�ering behaviour inside the same curve (for example

a change from linear function to exponential), thus both the triangular CZMs have 2 zones (0 → d0 and

d0 → df ), trapezoidal has 3 zones (0 → d0, d0 → d1 and d1 → df ) and �nally the exponential CZM has 1

zone (0→ df ) because the whole curve is de�ned by a single equation (Figure 1).

Table 1: Equations needed to de�ne each zone of each implemented traction-separation law.

CZM law Number
of zones

Traction Derivative Area

Triangular 2
t1(d) =

tmd
d0

t′1(d) =
tm
d0

G1 = tmd0
2

t2(d) = tm
(
1− d−d0

df−d0

)
t′2(d) =

−tm
df−d0

G2 =
tm(df−d0)

2

Triangular
(non-linear
softening)

2
t1(d) =

tmd
d0

t′1(d) =
tm
d0

G1 = tmd0
2

t2(d) = tm
(
1− d−d0

df−d0

)C

t′2(d) = tmC

( −df+d

−df+d0

)C

−df+d
G2 =

tm(df−d0)

K+1

Trapezoidal 3

t1(d) =
tm1d

d0
t′1(d) =

tm1
d0

G1 = tmd0
2

t2(d) = tm1 + (tm2 − tm1)
d−d0
d1−d0

t′2(d) =
tm2−tm1
d1−d0

G2 = − (tm1+tm2 )(d0−d1)

2

t3(d) = tm2

df−d

df−d1
t′3(d) =

−tm2
df−d1

G3 =
tm2 (df−d1)

2

Exponential 1 t1(d) = d tm
d0

e
1− d

d0 t′1(d) = −
(

d
d0

− 1
)

tm
d0

e
1− d

d0 G1 = d0tme

In Table 1, all laws, with the exception of exponential, have an initial sti�ness value (K in Figure 1)

de�ned as K = E/ha, where E is the Young's modulus of the adhesive and ha is the thickness of the adhesive

layer. This value is necessary to de�ne d0 in those curves, otherwise that would not be possible. Furthermore,

the adhesive fracture toughness, Gc, is the sum of all the areas of each curve, such that Gc =
∑
Gi. Also, all

traction and fracture values are given at the start of a simulation (based on adhesive properties), thus what

remains to be de�ned are the speci�c displacements of each curve (i.e. d0/d1/df ), which can be obtained by

rearranging the equations for the area of the curves. Regarding the triangular law with non-linear softening,

C represents the exponent of the softening zone, such that 0 < C <∞.
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2.3.2. Custom traction-separation law

The previously shown shapes are useful to model a variety of situations, but there may be a need to

implement more complex types of traction-separation laws for speci�c problems. The proposed user element

[19] formulation takes this behaviour into account by evaluating fully custom traction-separation laws, which

are created by de�ning the various points and also the behaviour connecting adjacent points, as shown in

Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Example of a custom traction-separation law with each step needed for its full de�nition (left), �owchart of the

procedure (right).

It works by de�ning an equation between each two consecutive points (as a function of their coordinates

and line evolution - linear, quadratic, cubic, etc.), such that the equations can then be probed in the �nite

element code for the speci�c stress value for the displacement. The advantage of this feature is that there are

in�nite possibilities for traction-separation curves, allowing the user to adapt the CZM in a way that fully �ts

its experimental data. Further advantages may include di�erent types of custom CZM curves for each mode

that allows to better capture the behaviour of a speci�c mode, and also the fact that a traction-separation

law may be derived from an experimental curve and evaluated in the cohesive zone element directly (by using

techniques such as the J-integral [20]).

2.4. Degradation by humidity

The presence of humidity in an adhesive translates into a degradation of its mechanical properties [21, 22,

23], and the way such degradation a�ects speci�c adhesives must be understood, speci�cally for properties

that are necessary for the de�nition of the CZM law (such as Young's modulus, tensile strength and fracture

toughness). The traction-separation law parameters are thus adapted in the beginning of the simulation as

represented in Figure 4.

Experimental work is therefore needed to characterize how the mechanical properties of the adhesive itself

decrease with di�erent humidity levels, and relationships should be found on how each property decreases

with an increase in humidity. Previous work has been accomplished with such objective, and the degradation

of two distinct epoxy adhesives has been studied [22], which has resulted in equations that allow the CZM

code to determine the mechanical properties at any level of humidity content using the following equation:

y(x) = (y0 − yf ) · e−x/C + yf with C = (1013/2) ·D ·m∞ (7)
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Figure 4: How the CZM is adapted as a function of the degraded adhesive parameters (left), which evolve as a function of

relative humidity (right).

where y is the property to be degraded (Young's modulus, tensile stress, etc.), subscripts 0 and f are,

respectively, the initial and �nal values for that property, x is the level of relative humidity present in the

joint (such that 0 ≤ x ≤ 1), and D and m∞ are parameters for the Fick's law of each adhesive. Equation

7 is plotted in Figure 4 (right) for the case of tensile stress (other properties follow a similar evolution),

and more details on this formulation may be found in the literature [22]. Thus, by simply providing the

base mechanical properties, Fick's law parameters and relative humidity content, the cohesive element may

estimate the value of each property for the speci�c humidity concentration and adapt the traction-separation

law automatically.

2.5. Degradation by fatigue

Fatigue is characterized by a cyclic accumulation of damage in the adhesive, for loading conditions below

those which would result in failure of the joint under study. This translates into a need for the cohesive element

to damage the material, in a manner consistent with experimental results, through the use of degradation

coe�cients for the traction-separation law as a function of the applied fatigue cycles. Thus, the following

degradation relationship was implemented:

y(N) = y0

(
1− N

Nf

)K

(8)

where y is the property of the cohesive zone law being degraded (such as tm and Gc, see Figure 1), N is

the cycle (or cycle range) being evaluated, y0 is the undegraded value of that property (for N = 0), Nf is

the number of cycles at failure, and K is a coe�cient which controls the degradation rate. How Equation 8

translates into pratice may be visualized in Figure 5.

The proposed methodology induces degradation such that the crack propagates until failure, but the

number of cycles to failure (Nf ) must also be de�ned. To accomplish that, the following relationship is

implemented:

Nf =
∆a

(da/dN)wa
(9)

where ∆a is the total length of the bonded area, and (da/dN)wa is a weighted average value deduced

from the Paris Law of the adhesive under study.
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Figure 5: (a) degradation of a trapezoidal traction-separation law as a function of fatigue cycles, (b) CZM parameters change

as a function of the number of cycles for two di�erent degradation coe�cients, (c) resulting crack length propagation di�erence,

(d) corresponding fatigue crack growth curves.

3. MATLAB interface

Due to the complexity of the development phase (the need to test several geometries with various mesh

con�gurations for various adhesive properties under both static and dynamic conditions), an interactive

MATLAB interface was developed with the aim of centralizing all repetitive tasks, from creating all simulation

�les (.inp and .for) to extracting the simulation results from the .odb �le and display them to the user, as

seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Flowchart of the MATLAB interface.

The advantages of having such an interface are:

• Not having to recreate an ABAQUS
r
model every time there is a change to a geometric/mesh parameter;

• Easily compare results from di�erent simulations (result from each simulation is compared against

experimental and previous numerical curves);

• Overlay all traction-separation laws and study the e�ect that changing each parameter has on the law

and on the simulation result;

• Aggregate all functions needed to run the desired ABAQUS
r
simulation without having to open the

ABAQUS
r
interface (otherwise needed to both build the model and visualise the results).
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While the interface was initially built speci�cally for the development phase (i.e. it would be discarded

once the cohesive element was �nished), it quickly became apparent that it would also be very useful for the

end user to build models and run simulations quickly and easily. The interface is divided in 5 distinct zones,

as represented in Figure 7.

Figure 7: MATLAB interface.

The �rst zone is related to the geometry of the specimen under study, where the various geometrical

parameters are de�ned and are the same as those presented in Figure 8, such that two types of specimens

are currently possible to test, with other types of joints possible to implement if needed.
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Figure 8: Relationship between physical parameters and interface variables for a Double Cantilever Beam (top), and a Single

Lap Joint (bottom)

The second zone is used to start simulations and also de�ne the simulation parameters such as maximum

displacement (for static conditions) and applied load and Paris Law parameters (for fatigue conditions).

Furthermore it de�nes the type of traction-separation law that should be evaluated, and can also load
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experimental curves which are used to compare against numerical results.

Zone three has two main purposes: de�ning the material properties (such as Young's modulus E, tensile

strength tm and fracture toughness G), and visualizing the various types of traction-separation laws. Another

feature related to this section is the de�nition of a custom traction-separation law, as described in Section

2.3.2, which is done using the interface shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: MATLAB interface for de�ning a custom traction-separation law: de�ning each point and type of curve connecting

adjacent points (left), and resulting CZM (right).

Zone four has two purposes: display the mesh and geometry prior to the start of the simulation for

validation purposes, and displaying the results of the simulation after the end (and, in case there is an

experimental �le selected in zone two, overlay the numerical results on the experimental curves).

Finally, zone �ve is a debugging area, showing the progress of the simulation in a progress bar while

simultaneously showing the output from ABAQUS
r
during the analysis.

4. Results and discussion

The validation phase of the developed cohesive element was performed based on extensive experimental

tests, with the objective of feeding enough data into the model so that the degradation laws could be

obtained. Two adhesives were studied, Nagase XNR 6852-1 and SikaPower 4720, both epoxy adhesives with

very di�erent mechanical properties, as shown in Table 2.

The di�usion properties were determined by de�ning Fick's law, the mechanical properties using bulk

tensile specimens, and the fatigue crack growth properties by determining the Paris Law for each adhesive

in mode I. Further details on all methodology may be found in the literature [22, 24].

4.1. Convergence tests

The size of the mesh is an important parameter in any FEM simulation, where a balance between a

coarse mesh (which will lead to faster but more inaccurate results) and a re�ned mesh (which will take more

computational time to solve but yields more accurate results) must be found. To that end, various levels of

mesh re�nement were tested using the proposed element formulation, and the results may be seen in Figure

10.
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Table 2: Various properties of both studied adhesives [22, 24].

Property Nagase XNR 6852-1 SikaPower 4720

Di�usion

properties

Di�usion coe�cient (m2/s) 5.02 ·10−13 0.89 ·10−13

Mass at saturation (%) 1.2 32.5

Mechanical

properties

Young's modulus (MPa) 2300 2100

Tensile strength (MPa) 60 30

Mode I fracture toughness (N/mm) 6 2

Fatigue
crack growth
properties

Intersection C 0.10 0.14

Slope m 1.18 2.18

Crack initiation threshold Gth 0.55 0.22
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Figure 10: E�ect of element size for both x and y direction in the simulated failure load of DCB specimens (left), and e�ect of

element size in the x direction (ely = 1 mm) on the load displacement curve (right).

The test was performed for the case of the Nagase XNR 6852-1 double cantilever beam model, and

the results shown were obtained using the trapezoidal law, although the same trend is obtainable for the

remaining CZM laws. The dimensions of the element are elx and ely for the x and y direction, respectively,

and higher mesh re�nement levels yields more elements in one direction, thus a smaller dimension. elx a�ects

the entire model (both substrates and adhesive layer), while ely only a�ects the substrates (because due to

its reduced thickness, the adhesive is modelled using a single element along its height). It is visible (Figure

10 (left)) that, for almost all cases, as the number of elements in any direction increases, the failure load

tends to a stable/converged value, as would be expected. The exception is the case of one single element

for the substrate (ely = hs = 10 mm), which even with a higher number of elements along the x-axis does

not converge. Because of that, ely = 1 mm was chosen as the quickest mesh which provides good results for

the comparison on Figure 10 (left), which shows that for the case of elx = 1 mm a curve very close to the

experimental one may already be achieved. This means that considerably accurate results may be obtained

using element sizes as high as elx = ely = 1 mm, which translates to relatively fast simulation times.
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4.2. Static testing

The geometric and material properties of the specimens (Figure 8) used in the experimental tests [22] is:

a0 = 20 mm, L = 120 mm, ha = 0.2 mm and Es = 71 GPa, while hs = 10 mm for the specimens used for

Nagase XNR 6852-1 and hs = 5 mm for the SikaPower 4720 specimens, which were selected as a function

of adhesive toughness (higher toughness means higher stresses on the substrate, meaning the thickness must

be increased to guarantee no plasticity in the substrates). The study and selection of substrate thickness is

published in the same work [22] and in a previous work [25] devoted to developing reduced specimens for use

in environmental degradation studies, needed to reduce the time until moisture saturation is obtained.

For the unaged condition (no relative humidity present on the joint), Figure 11 presents a comparison

between experimental results for each adhesive together with numerical curves for each type of traction-

separation law implemented in the element code. The analysis was done in 2D using the element size

elx = ely = 0.1 mm, shown in the mesh convergence section to provide a high level of accuracy.

Triangular law Trapezoidal law Exponential law Experimental curve

0 1 2 3 4 5
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200

400
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Figure 11: Experimental and numerical results for each type of traction-separation law for the two studied adhesives: Nagase

XNR 6852-1 (left), SikaPower 4720 (right).

It can be seen that the numerical results �t the experimental curves, specially for the case of the Nagase

XNR 6852-1 adhesive. Some details that are expected when comparing a numerical simulation with an

experimental curve are evident: experimental curves usually fail at a displacement lower than the numerical

one (due to the inherent microscopic �aws of real world materials), and also the sti�ness of the elastic zone of

the curve is usually higher in the numerical results (due to numerical modelling considering a perfectly rigid

displacement inducement method, which does not happen in reality as test machines have various mechanical

components that slightly elastically deform), which is especially visible in the case of SikaPower 4720 but

is also present in the case of Nagase XNR 6852-1. Regarding the e�ectiveness of each type of CZM, the

trapezoidal CZM appears to be the best in matching the experimental maximum load for both cases, while

both the triangular and exponential CZM result in a slightly lower experimental maximum load. The reason

this happens is that the trapezoidal CZM is the one that should be used when more ductile adhesives are
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used, which due to its plateau (see Figure 1 (c) for the case of tm1 = tm2 and Figure 7 zone 3) is more

appropriate to model the gradual degradation of the adhesive layer of the studied adhesives.

Regarding the tests with moisture degradation, Equation 7 is used together with the values from Table

2 by the element to estimate the degraded CZM properties, such that each type of curve is adapted auto-

matically in the beginning of the simulation to match the degraded stage being modelled. Figure 12 presents

the comparison between simulation results and the experimental maximum load, Pmax, together with the

experimental failure displacement, dmax, as a function of the adhesive and ageing stage, which are shown in

Table 3.

Table 3: De�nition of each aged stage for both studied adhesives.

Nagase XNR 6852-1 SikaPower 4720

RH = 0% Case A1 Case B1

RH = 25% Case A2 Case B2

RH = 40% Case A3 Case B3

RH = 60% Case A4 Case B4

Case A1 Case B1Case A2 Case B2Case A3 Case B3Case A4 Case B4
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Figure 12: Comparison between experimental and numerical values of the maximum load and displacement for both adhesives

in each aged state.
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The Nagase XNR 6852-1 results generally present a higher maximum load than SikaPower 4720, which

happens because Nagase XNR 6852-1 has higher mechanical properties and also because the substrate thick-

ness is higher (therefore allowing for less bending in the elastic stage). The maximum displacement is also

generally lower for the Nagase XNR 6852-1 adhesive because of the same reason (by bending less, the thicker

substrate will force separation for a lower value of displacement, thus breaking the joint sooner). Regarding

the ageing stages, it is visible that the maximum load for Nagase XNR 6852-1 increases from the unaged stage

(RH = 0%) to 25% relative humidity, which matches the experimental measurements for those two stages [22],

and after RH = 25% there is a gradual decrease of the maximum load with an increase in relative humidity.

For SikaPower 4720 there is a gradual decrease of the maximum load for all consecutive stages after the

unaged stage. As for the results of the numerical simulation for the three types of studied traction-separation

laws, the numerical results match the experimental curves in all cases with varying degrees of accuracy, which

�uctuates due to the type of CZM being more or less appropriate for the situation. Generally, the trapezoidal

CZM is closer to the experimental value than the other two options, but exceptions exist, although in all

cases the approximation for any case is acceptably near the experimental values.

4.3. Fatigue tests

Numerical implementation of fatigue phenomena is divided in two parts: crack growth during simulation,

and estimation of cycles at failure.

4.3.1. Crack growth simulation

Crack growth is controlled during the numerical simulation by applying Equation 8, which will degrade the

traction-separation law as to induce crack propagation as pictured in Figure 5. This will lead to propagation

of the crack in an otherwise static simulation, and by adjusting the K constant one can in�uence the crack

propagation behaviour and, speci�cally, the crack length increases as a function of the number of applied

cycles. Figure 13 shows the crack propagation plots (Paris Law) for three di�erent K values.

Altering the value of K has a distinct in�uence in the Paris Law constants, as an increase in K translates

to a decrease in the Paris Law slope, a decrease in Gth and an increase in the y-axis intersection value. This

makes sense because an increase in K will lead to a quicker decrease in CZM parameters (see Figure 5 (b)),

therefore decreasing them faster will result in the crack initiating sooner, thus lowering the value for the crack

initiation threshold Gth. Furthermore, after the quicker decrease in CZM parameters in the earlier cycles, the

parameters will stabilize (gradually halting the decrease), which translates to the crack propagating much

more gradually and slower, thus decreasing the slope of the corresponding Paris Law. It is �nally concluded

that adjusting the K constant has a noticeable in�uence in the Paris Law parameters, thus K can be chosen

as a function of experimental results to closely match the experimental Paris Law curves using the proposed

element.
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Figure 13: Numerical crack propagation curves for three cases: K = 1, K = 2 and K = 3.

4.3.2. Prediction of failure cycles

Prediction of the number of cycles is based on Equation 9, where an average da/dN value is selected as a

function of the experimental Paris Law results for the speci�c condition [24], with Figure 14 presenting the

comparison between experimental and numerical results for the same cases shown in Table 3.

Case A1 Case A2 Case A3 Case A4 Case B1 Case B2 Case B3 Case B4
100

101

102

103

104

N
f

Experimental Numerical prediction

Figure 14: Comparison between experimental and numerical prediction for the number of cycles at failure for each of the studied

adhesives and ageing conditions.

It is visible that for almost all cases the predicted number of cycles by the proposed approach is very near

the experimental cycles. It is also visible that for all Nagase XNR 6852-1 cases, predicted values are below the

experimental results (indicating that they may be trusted and are already a�ected by a slight safety factor),

while SikaPower 4720 aged cases mostly show a predicted value sligthly above the experimental number of

cycles, indicating that an extra safety factor should be used for the aged conditions of the least resistant

adhesive. In any case, predicted values are in almost all cases very near the experimental average and well

within the standard deviation due to experimental scatter, validating their accuracy.
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5. Conclusions

A �nite element based on the cohesive zone model formulation is proposed. The two main advantages

of the element are the ability to model joints degraded by humidity, using degradation formulas based on

experimental data that adapt the traction-separation law, and joints subjected to fatigue, using proposed

relationships that both damage the bonded area gradually (inducing fatigue crack propagation within the

numerical analysis) and predict the number of cycles at failure for the bonded joint. It is shown that the

degradation relationships allow for numerical results in both static and fatigue conditions very close to the

experimental tests. Additional advantages of this �nite element include the implementation of several types

of traction-separation laws, such as triangular with exponential softening, trapezoidal, exponential and the

possibility to implement a fully customized CZM law. It is shown that the trapezoidal CZM is the one that

results in curves and values closer to the experimental tests. Lastly, a MATLAB interface was developed which

controls mesh generation for the requested geometry, creation of the input simulation �les for ABAQUS
r
,

monitoring of the simulation while running, and �nally extraction and visualization of results, which has

proved to be a useful tool in speeding up the numerical analysis process from start to �nish. It is evident

that the element shown here presents several advantages over conventional solutions, and will certainly be a

valuable tool for any engineer modelling joints subjected to degradation and fatigue, as well as joints that

have speci�c requirements concerning the type of traction-separation law best �t for the situation.
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